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Two Car Collision
Occurs Saturday

A two car collision occurred
Saturday at 3:35 p.m. at the intersection of Poplar and South
13th Street. No injuries were
reported.
Cars involved were a 1964
Oldsmobile four door sedan
owned by Kenneth Owens and
driven by Anna Roper Owens
of 203 South 11th Street, Murray, and a 1965 Ford custom
driven by Roy Bedford Moody
of 1708 Ryan Avenue, Murray.
Police said Moody was going
north on South 13th Street and
collided with the Owens car going west on Poplar Street.
Damage to the Owens car was
on the left front and to the
Moody car on the right front.

Hazel Baptists To
McElraths To Hold
Service On
Thanksgiving
Give Program

Michael McGuire Is
Attending Tech

Nurses To
Graduate
On Friday

106AN032701) GREAT LAKES
Ill. (FHTNC) Nov 13 — Electronics Technician Third Class
Michael G. McGuire, USN, husWflliam McElrath with h I s
Mayor Holmes Ellis today in contingency fund from $7600
band of the former Miss Shirwife, Betty, and two sons, Tima news conference released 3 to $2500. One further change is
ley J Stroud of 415 South
my and Jamie, will be guests
new proposed budget for 1970 proposed and this is an increase
There we were Friday mornirg
Eighth Street, Murray, Ky., is
of the Memorial Baptist Church
following the announcement by in Saretatien Syetem colleteon
feeling puny and getting punier
attereling the basic Electronics
The second graduating class the Murray City School Board
on Wednesday, November 26,
all the time. We diagnosed our
fees on business so that the
Technician School at the Naval of the Murray School of Practi- that it would not accept
at 6:30 p.m.
ailment as the flue or some
the system can pay its own way
Training
Nursing
will
cal
comtheir
have
Center,
Groat
Lakes,
The McElrath family are
$50,000 per year for five years
closely related disease. As our
Ill.
mencement exercises Friday on the basis that it would not
Southern Baptist missionaries in
nausea increased, we thought
The
twenty- be sufficient to construct the
November
'48-week course provides evening,
Mayor Ellis explained that
Indonesia and are now on furit a good idea to head for home
a sound background in t h e eight at seven thirty o'clock at new Vocational School for
lough
residing in Raleigh,
the there are alternatives which
where we could suffer alone.
maintenance and repair of all the Memorial Baptist Church in city and county.
had been suggested by Robert
N. C.
shipboard and shore-station elec- Murray.
MeElrath will show slides and
In a prepareo statement May- Moyer, former Tappan executWe had visions of the wife
tronic equipment and other
Dr. Stanley Huffman will be or Ellis said, "The Murray City ive who retired recently.
aiscuss his wrok in Indonesia.
earning in and giving us a lot
types of communication, detec- the principle commencement School System having
He
will
be
withassisted
by
his famof attention (there is a good side
tion and ranging equipment em- speaker.
drawn their request to the City
ily in presenting the program.
Mr. Moyer had four proposals
to being sick you know), so impolying electronic circuits.
The school is funded through of Murray for $50,000 for five in substitution for the tax plan
A church spokesman said the
agine our letdown when we got
Henry Lovins of MuY
He
will
(Manpower,
learn to use precis- the MDTA
Develop- years for financing in part, the
program will be different from
there to find she had beat us
(Continued on Page Seven)
the sermons and talks he pre- Route Five was claimed by ion test equipment such as ca- ment, and Training Act) and
home by thirty minutes and was
death at 11 a. m. at the
thode-ray scopes, frequency met- administered by the Paducah
sented at the First Baptist
(See
sicker than we were
Proposed
New
Budget
For
ray-Calloway County
ers and vacuum -tube testers.
Tilghman Vocational School.
Church the first part of Nov1970 On Page 7)
He was 74 years of age.
The students obtain their
ember during the Mission ConWe Ivo had to be a little man
deceased
The
was
retired
a
clinical practice at the Murray- construction
ference, and also different from
of a vocational
about the whole thing. We call
farmer and a member of the
Calloway County Hospital, with school has made possible a rethe talks he has given in the
Dr. Ammons and got a bunch
Blood River Baptist Muir&
which the school is affiliated. duction in the proposed city
of pills and since we felt betMrs. Nancy Abazoris, the for- city and county schools.
His wife, Amye Loving, died
The seventeen graduating stu- budget for 1970.
The public is invited to atter than she did, we even went mer Nancy Hodges, daughter
May 18, 1965. He was born In
dents
from
five
western
down to the clinic and picked of Mr. and Mrs. Hirlan Hodges tend the services on Wednes- Calloway County on January 1,
"The budget can now be fiMrs. June Smith and Mn. Kentucky counties are:
them up'.
of Murray, has been chosen as day evening Please note the 1895, to the late Alfred lee
named through a five-tenth
Death claimed the life of ElCalloway
County
Henrietta
—
earlier
hour of 6:30 p.m.
one of the foremost women in
Lovins and Fenner Cook Li* Eula Rae Doherty attended the Curry, Linda Garland, Pauline payroll levy and with and ad- sie Lillard on Sunday at 8:55
1969 Headstart and Child DeThis is the first prescription we communications for the year
justment downward of approx- p. in. at the Murray-Calloway
ins.
Johnson, and Susan Yandell;
ever got that read "Mr. and 1968-69, according to the list
imately one-third in the pro- County Hospital.
Survivors are two daughtert, velopment National Conference Graves County —
Betty Beasley. posed
Mrs.". We sort of thought this just released.
occupational taxes."
Mrs. Orville (Eulaia) Boyd of at New Mesas, L., from No- Patricia
He was 70 years of age and
Burkett, Bobbie Elle
carrYing_tilik "together_
902 South 17th Street, Mime*. vember
Mayor Ellis pointed out -tha was a _retired farmer. He was
Cateigh
god,
SusarirTe
nest" thing too far. We heaved
and Mrs. Levi (Mable) Williams The materecee was bald at
The former Murray woman is
Greene, Marilyn Phillips and the occupational license tax un- born April 13, 1899, to Eel Lilaround for awhile before all the head of the Women's Departof Warren, Mich.; three sisters. Jung Hotel. Headstart has now
Dorothy
Wilson; Marshall Coun- der the first budget for 1970 lard and Ella Jones Lillard of
US.
ARMY,
VIETNAM
(AHbeen
delegated
to the Health,
various and sundry concoctions ment of the Commercial-Appeal,
Mrs. Millie Ivy of Murray Rate
ty
—
TNC)
Cope, Luenell Car. was in three schedules: Sched- Calloway.
Gayla
—
Army
Private
First Five, Mrs. Gladys Smith
began to take effect. Saturday Memphis, Tenn.
The Calloway man is survived
of Education, and Welfare Depart- rol, Doris Dowdy, and Judith ule A one-half of one-tenth of
Class
William
S.
Gilliland, 22, Highland Park, Mich.,
ment under the jurisdiction of
was a lost cause, however by
by one daughter, Mrs. Mary
one
cent;
per
Schedule
and
B
onekirk
son
Holt;
Ballard
of Mrs. Catherine L. GilliCounty — Hazel
the Children's Bureau.
Sunday we began to move atenth of one per cent; and Sche• Ann Smith, Jefferson City,
The selections were made by land, 846 Main Street, Paducah, Flora Harper of Madison Hei- Jules Sugarman
bout again and apparently we
is the acting Watters; Hickman County — dule C three-tenths of one per Mo., one
ghts,
Mich.;
two
grandchildren,
grandchild, one
a distinguished panel which in- Ky., was assigned October 31
Dixie
Henderson.
director
of the Child Developwill make it the rest of the way.
cent.
sister, Mrs. Celia Jones of
cluded John Mack Carter, pub- to the 79th Transportation Com- Joe Ed Boyd and Mrs. Nona ment Department
two
The
instructors
the
at
in the HEW
lisher and editor of the Ladies pany in Vietnam, as a mechanic. Kay McKinney; one great goad- department.
Under the new proposed bud- Kansas City, Mo., and one
school are: Mrs. Joyce Morrison,
We outfoxed a little mouse Sunson, Jimmy D. McKinney.
Home Journal, who is the son
get
the three schedules will be brother, Owen Lillard of St.
His wife, Sandra, lives in
RN, Head Instructor and Mrs.
day evening. Somebody apparFuneral services were iield Mrs. Smith is the Headalart
of Mrs. W. Z. Carter and the Dexter.
as follows: Schedule A one- Louis, Mo.
Sandra
Shapiro,
R
N.
training
officer
from the Marently left the utility room door
today at two p. m. at the ehaThe funeral has been schedlate Mr. Carter of Murray.
thirtieth of one per cent; Scheopen and he got into the house
pet of the Max H. Churchill ley State University region and
uled for Tuesday at two p.
dule
B
seven-tenths
of
one-tenth
BAKE SALE
potted the mouse running unFuneral Hoene with Rev. LJtyd Mrs. Doherty is direceor of the
of one per cent; and Schedule at the chapel of the Max H.
Mrs. Abaroris is also- hated
r the drapery In the living
Wilson end Rev. Tons Ibretade
Uftubtart =gram.
C anedourth of can per -cent. Churchill Funeral Home with
The Blankenship Circle of officiating.
m, so we called on all our the current edition of "Who's
Julian Warren ofncIating.
In further changes downw.
the
South Pleasant Grove Unitresources to rid the house of Who Among American WoPallbearers were Eural WestBurial will be in the Brooks
Mayor
Ellis
said that the pro Chapel
men". Her husband is salesman ed Methodist Church will hold erman, Carl Williams, Lowry
the little rascal.
Cemetery with the arposed eight-tenths of one pe
and division manager of ITEK a bake sale in front of Diuguid's Parker, Maynard Ragsdale, Clifrangements by the Max H.
cent payroll levy has been reWe call the third oldest, pull and they have one son, Eric Furniture Company starting at ford Blalock, and Harley WilChurchill Funeral Home where
duced to five-tenths of one pa
nine a.m on Wednesday, Nov- hams.
Evan, age seven weeks
(Continued on Page seven)
friends may call.
cent.
Mrs. Bettie Oliver of 408
ember 26.
Interment was in the Murray
Several changes were made in
South 9th Street, Murray, passMemorial Gardens with the ar
The honor roll for Faxon ed away Sunday at 6:13 p.m. the new proposed budget. It is
FIVE CITED
rangements by the Max H. Chur- Elementary
School has been re- at the home of her daughter, planned to employ two new
chill Funeral Home.
leased by Billy D. Outland, prin- Mrs. Leota Smith, New Concord police officers rather than Five persons were cited by
cipal of the school. Asterisks by Road.
three; reduction of funds set the Murray Police Department
the names following indicates
aside for paving by $5,000; eli- over the weekend. They were
all "A's".
Her death on her 86th birth- mination of the funds which two for driving while intoxi4th Grade — Robert Duke, day was due to cancer following were to be used by the Voca- cated, one for reckless driving,
Kathy Duncan, Sheila Evans, a lingering illness She was a tional School; equipment to be one for public drunkenness and
Beverly Garland, Paul Guy, member of the Old Providence amortized over a two year per- disorderly conduct, and one for
Brenda Hicks, Jerry Houston, Methodist Church
iod rather than a one year per speeding and driving while iniod: and the reduction of the toxicated.
Glen Kirks, Chris Mathis, RiOliver
Mrs
Novemborn
was
By AL ROSSITER eat.
parts of a robot surveyor space- ered observatory
Six breakins or thefts were chie Morris, Tinuny Storey, ber 23, 1883, in Calloway Coun
one
project
UPI Specs Writer
craft that landed there in 1967, -stientists said should
Teressa Vance, Timothy Ross
increase reported to the Murray Police
SPACE CENTER, Houston MPS and knowledge that will clear man's knowledge
5th Grade — Debbie Brooks, ty and was the daughter of the
of the moon Department over the weekend,
—Apollo 12's moon pilots stre- the way for the launch of Apol- at least a 1,000
Leanna
Brown, Terry Byerly, late Fleming Walter Maynard
filed
according
times.
to the reports
aked Sawlessly toward a South lo 13 on an even more ambitLeesa
Gordon,
Ricky Green, and Mary Ten,nessee Lee Maynard. Her
and was the late
Space center science director by the police officers.
Pacific homecoming tociay in ious expedition in March.
Ricky
Horton,
'Linda
Miller,
The police said three of these
Wade
Cliver.
Tony Calio said "there just isn't
the finale of man's first decade
Flag On Moon
were reported this morning Jerry Don Morris, Teri Morris,
of space expolration.
The deceased is survived by
They left behind the Stars anything comparable" to Apollo They were at Sholar's Garage Tammy Outland, Sherry Ann
two daughters, Mrs Smith, New
With their Yankee Clipper and strines and a nuclear-pow- 12's rewards in all the scientific
Runyon,
Donna
Smith,
Chuckle
expolrations carried out to date on South 7th Street, at the Mur- specs, Sandra Stom, Sherri Concord Road, Murray, and Mrs. (Special to the Ledger & Times, Some help in this direction is
accelerating quickly in the
ray Machine and Tool Company
NEW YORK, Nov. 24 — Are now available through national
in the space program.
Henry Garner of Lynn Grove;
ever-increasing pull of earth's
Industrial Road, and at the Linn Thomas.
2alloway County residents rich- studies made by the Federal
Maynard
of
Manley
brother,
gravity, Charles "Pete" Conrad,
one
"I'm pretty proud of the Apol- on
6th Grade — 13ecav BlackReserve Board, the Institute of
Richard F. Gordon and Alan
lo 12 mission," Bean said dur- Fitts Block and Tile Company. ford, Donna Boggess, Danny Honkinsville; six grandchildren. er than they think?
or
At
Sholar's
thief
What is the net worth of the Life Insurance and others.
the
L. Been set their sights on a
ing a unique televised "news
Funeral arrangements are inBritian,
Buchanan,
Sharon
Ranthe
average local family, taking inaplashdown
conference" staged Sunday night thieves broke a window in
2:58 p. m. (CST).
They find that the eaening
dy Houston, Sherry Morris, Da- complete, but friends may call to account its cash
savings, the capacity
while the Yankee Clipper was front door and took about eight vid Rudglphe Bonnie Smith.
"We're ready," said Capt.
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
of a family and its net
dimes
dollars
nickles
in
equity
and
in its home, its car, inmore than 100,000 miles from
Carl J. Seiberlie-h, commander
worth are directly related
7th Grade — Norita Cassity, Home. The family has- request- vestments, insurance,
from
the
the
machine.
Coke
At
pension
sympaof the veteran recovery carrier
earth. The three pilots, weared that expressions of
Those in the higher brackets
other two places windows were Brenda Outland, 'Bobby Scott,
reserves, clothing and the like?
James W. (Jim) Page, age 96, ing flight caps with gold
Hornet which stood by in modhave assets equal to several
braid, broken to gain entry, but the Pam Robertson, Martha Out- thy, be made in the form of
A
family
balance
sheet,
succumbed
in times their
Sunday morning at fielded
enate seas under partly cloudy
contributions to the Red Cross
13 questions from
'Dale
land,
annual incomes
Mathis,
Anita
Chawhich
police
anyreport
list
the
assets are listed in
did not
skies 405 miles eoutheaat of the Convalescent Division of newsme n
or Cancer funds in lieu of flowwhile those with modest inney.
thing missing.
one column and the liabilities
the
Murray-Callowa
y
Patio Fag°.
"We've done everything that
8th Grade — 'Jennifer Lo- ers.
in another, may prove to be an comes have accumulated proporSunday at 9:10 a.m. the poAft
:
The three Navy flyers bro- Hospital
was supposed to be done,"
vett, Janie Duncan, 'Julia
Cafe
eye-opener, as most people have tionately less.
were
lice
Sykes
called
to
ught beck 80 to 90 pounds of
ean adnded.
Greenfield, Wanda BlankenRelated to Calloway County
Lauara.,S,
He
his
and
wife,
Avenue
at
Maple
Railroad
and
URGES HOLIDAY SAFETY never figured out how much
rocks and soil from a lunar des"Every bit of the mact nery
they have accumulated over the and to the current earning
where someone had prized a ship, Kenneth Donelson, *Lauert called the Ocean of Storms, Page, who survives, would have has worked beautifully.
We've window open and busted the rey Guy, Dale Bogard,
levels in the area, the national
celebrated their 70th wedding
James M. Brown, Murray years.
a couple of small failures
figures indicate an average net
anniversary on December 18 of
box.
They
cigarette
know,
machine
in
juke
and
a
general
way,
Chief of Police, urges each one
but none of the equipment that
this year. He was born August
that they are better off than worth of $16,400 per family lowe worried about has shown Approximately $65.00 in dimes,
in the city of Murray to make
17, 1873, and his parents were
takthey once were, in most cases, cally.
nickles,
quarters
and
were
anything but perfect perofrm
this a safe and happy ThanksThe amount applies to the sothe late John Wesley Page and
but they have never worked it
ance. I think this is a fantastic en, according to the police regiving holiday. He urges you to
called "average" family. It
Jane 0. Hastings Page.
out
in
port.
dollars
and
cents.
tribute to the people who deplease drive safely and to net
lumps together all age groups
Clyde Roberts of 502 Beale
Mr. Page was a retired farm- signed this equipment, the peoencourage
accidents to happen
— the older ones, who have
Street notified the police at
ple
who
built it and the people
er and had been employed as
as it can result in death.
been adding to their assets over
$5000
9:54
p.m.
Saturday
that
custodian at both Murray High down at the Cape Kennedy who
the years, as well as the youngin change in a Peoples Bank
The honor roll for the second School and Murray State Uni- checked it out."
er ones, who are on the way up
Nine members of the Callopouch had been stolen.
six weeks at Hazel Elementary versity. He was a member
of
Anxious Moments
For typical families in some
The sixth theft of a transis- way County High School Speech
ool has just been released the Antioch Church of
Christ
Bean admitted to a couple of tor GE
radio and two purses Club, accompanied by Miss Ca
tylgiZeraiirthebeGi:frdX1radepPaarrt specific brackets, the estimates
he principal, James R. FeltSurvivors are his wife, Mrs anxious moments on the moon. was reported
Saturday at 9.20 rol Hoskins, attended a debate
ner. It is as follows:
ment of the Murray Woman's are as follows: those .vith afterPage, 608 Ellis Drive, Murray One occurred when he felt what a.m. by
Mrs. Lee Warren Fox and discussion workshop held
is scheduled for 1:30 p. tax incomes of $5,000 to $7,000,
Club
inpal
rit••..t
1,
Unit•d
,'..
4th Grade — Felecia Rhodes, two daughters, Mrs. Tommy B seemed like a change in the of 524 South
6th Street. She last Saturday at Murray State
December
A in the Club a net worth ranging from $10,
m
Tammy Feltner, Paulette Hooks, (Hilda) Lavender, 505 Olive pressure of his vital moon suit said she
500 to $15,500, those with $7,thought the theft oc- University.
'House.
Kentucky
Fair west, deCynthia Masteria, Rex Jackson, Street, and Mrs. Thomas (Mild- while walking on the dusty sur- curred on
000 to $9,000, net worth of
Thursday afternoon
Gina Crabtree, Krista Russell, red) Bell, 403 South 9th Street; face. He said it turned out to
Betsy Riley won top honors creasing cloudiness east a nd
In Christmas holday dress the $15,500 to $21,000, and those in
cooler
and Brad Cook.
today.
Generally fair and Club House will be beautiful for the $12,000 to $15,000 bracket,
one grandson, Jerry Lavender, be no problem "but it gave me
for speaker points in varsity
LOse eieensig
5th Grade — Susan Adams, and one great grandson, Mark quite a pulse there for a secdebate and Mike Moody placed cooler tonight. Tuesday partly the occasion which isused to assets of $38,500 to $63,000.
Terri Erwin, Kevin Barrett, and Lavender. of Calvert City.
ond."
Larry Grant Stutblefield of second for speaker points in cloudy and a little warmer. raise funds for use in comFor the population of CalloHighs today in the 50s. Lows to- munity projects, according to way Caunty as a whole, the
Dwayne Barrow.
The funeral was held today
He ana his moan-walking Route One, Alm°,
the novice devision
tohas lost his
night
the
in
6th Grade
30s.
Andy Coles, Re- at two p.m. at the chapel of the partner, Conrad, also acknow- driver's
Mrs. Gene Brandon, chairman tal net worth comes to an estilicense
for
the
week
The
varsity
team of Betsy Rigina Cook, 7.andra Davis, There- J. H. Churchill Funeral Home ledge they were a bit apprehenof the Department.
mated $128,000,000.
ending November 14, accord- ley and Barbara Blittain
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
won
sa Dover, leresa Erwin, Rita with Bro. James Shockley of- sive when their lunar module
Included is the value of all
Dessert will be served
ing to the Traffic Safety Co- one of three rounds of debate. Kentucky: Temperatures, are
Gibson, eeelsaida Hicks.
Intrepid
fegiating.
:.
blasted off....frasur,Aka.
A bell will ring at 330 to end housing, automobiles, household
ordinating,
Mike
ComMittee
Moody
and
of
Laura
the
Sills
7th Grade — Valerie Crab•
expected
to
average
4 to 8 dePallbearers were Bob Hays, Moon Thursday. "After all,"
won one of two rounds in the grees below normals with cool- the games. Prizes will be a- equipment, life insurance, wear
tree, Alene Paschall, Joni 'Tid- James Thurmond, Hub Erwin, said 'Conrad. "We only had one Commonweelh of Kentucky.
log apparel, bank accounts,
warded at each table.
novice
division. Dwayne Fulk- er trend latter part of this
well, and Teri Williams.
Will Ed Bushart, Tremon Cavitt, engirt."
business interests and stock
Canasta
bridge
be
may
or
erson and Dale Arnold also at- week Kentucky normal highs
FREE KITTENS
8th Grade — Danny Futrell, F.nd Jack Cochran.
Soiar as their
miles of
played. Reservations may be holdings.
tended
as
—
—
novice.
46
Normal
to
53.
28
lows
Juana Steekdale, Earlene Coopto
35.
Interment was in the Antioch hiking among craters and over
On the other side of the led•
made by calling one of the folTwo kittens, very healthy, In discussion Glenia Kelley
Precipitation expected to to- lowing: Mrs. Lenvel Yates, 753- ger are instalment debt,
er. Beth Crabtree, Lynn Erwin, Cemetery with the arrange- to the Surveyor 3 spacecraft,
mort
Denise Johnson, Dianne John- ments by the J H Churchill Conrad said, "I was just hiving nine weeks old, are free to received an excellent rating and tal around one half inch occurr- 2960; Mrs. Freed Cotharn 753- gages, medical bills, payments
Jeanne
someone
for
Jarrett
ing
pets.
received
about
the
Mrs.
middle
Call
a
good
son, and Brenda Overcast.
of
the
Home.
a hall "
Funeral
4930 or Mrs. Carnie Hendon due on the car and all othe:
Rays. 436-2311.
week.
cbligations.
753-2272.
A special service will be lold
on Thanksgiving, Thursday, Ow
vember 27, at seven a.m. at OW
Hazel Baptist Church
Bro. B. R. Winchester, rainister of the church, will bang
the message for the early morning service
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historic first lunar ptOrnale
by man in July.
Charles Conrad was rapier
in getting out onto the
after much adjusting of
meat,
When he did finally get 6,
the color reception on video
By RICK DU BROW
sets seemed rather good, but
then
came another fott LG.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -There Somehow
the
camera ,A
was inescapable irony in the turned upside down. And tbat's
fact that a malfunctioning color how televiewers saw Beau
camera prevented televiewers climb out of the spacecraftfrom seeing the two moonwalks upside down.
of the past days.
Detail Is Lost
Man had succeeded In semiThe coup de grace
ing astronauts a huge distance when the camera was
from earth and planting them from the craft to be mo
on the lunar surface. Countless on a tripod so televiewers cjuld
brilliant minds had contributed see the moon, the p1antlnof
to this success, and so had the American flag and Itie
millions of dollars employed for carrying out of the mlsss.
scientific use.
Alas, detail was suddenly
And yet, there, in one from the video image. All
unforgettable
moment early could see was a bright ar ea
Wednesday, was astronaut Alan top and a dark area on
Bean tapping the camera with bottom. Bean then went to
a hammer to see if he could get hammer. It helped a little,
it to work.
not much.
Telecasts Not Urgent
So there was no second
Since the overall mission was moonwalk telecast direct tam
nevertheless heading for suc- the lunar surface. The netcess, and because the moon. works, nevertheless, coved
walk telecasts apparently were the event the best they conk
not urgent requisites, one could And, after all, radio isn't sc
sit back and appreciate the bad.
sublime human comedy of this
incredible moment.
Filipinos honor
Amateur photographers the
world over no doubt listened in American priest
with hearts full of sympathy.
MANILA (UPI)-The top
They too know the feeling.
council of Mambajao
in li
At any rate, viewers who southern Philippines has mid,
tuned in television for the two Father
Arthur F. Shea, .a!
moonwalks were treated to an American Catholic priest, ar
excellent radio presentation. adopted son of the town.
There were, of course, simulatThe council cited Father Shti
ed scenes of the astronauts by for his rescue efforts during is
the networks. But radio was eruptions of Mt. Hibok-ilibok ii
what it was in fact. Much of Mambajao in 1948 and 1951
the dialogue by the astronauts and for his role in upgradiN.
was heard quite clearly.
education in the local university
There was a hint before the
Father Shea was born in
initial moonvralk that things New York City and came to th,
might not go as smoothly, in Philippines more than 30 yearterms of a telecast, as in the ago.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

SPACE CENTER, Houston. Apollo 12 astronauts Alan L. Bean,
commenting on the success of America's second manned voyage
to the moon:
"I'm pretty proud of Apollo 12 mission. We did everything we
were supposed to get done. I hope that all of those people there,
that had anything to do with his hardware... feel as proud about
this mission as I do."
NEW YORK - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, explaining why
he criticized news media and antiwar demonstrators.
"Because like the great silent majority, I had had enough. I
had endured the didactic inadequacies of the garrulous in silence,
hoping for the best but witnessing the worst for many months."
LONDON - Britain's Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart, stressing his support of the U. S. war in Vietnam despite reports of
.f alleged U. S. atrocities.
"When men engage in war, they are brutalized, but you can
net say that because atrocities are committed on one side that
'f• tharebre the whole cause for which side is struggling Is wrong."
z

HART, Mich. - Six-year-old Timothy Martin, reunited with his
mother, talking about being kidnaped Saturday from near his
home in northwest Chicago:
"I wasn't scared. Not too much."

MURRAY, KENTalEY

ALMANAC
By United Press International
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for the Wright Brothers in the early
19410s. Wings and fuselage were covered with fabric then.
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Tourion pays
for Sweden
. STOCKHOLM (UPI) - Sweden annually earns $200 million
on tourism. That's the same
figure as for Sweden's exports
of iron ore.

S

NEW FORM 1040-This is the new income tax Form 1040 that some 77 million of us will
have to get acquainted with in the coming months. The Internal Revenue Service says "It
has been designed so that, regardless of financial etictanstances, it can be used by taxpayin any bracket." The old computer card Form 1940A, used by 18 million taxpayers last
year, has been discontinued. The IRS says this new one-page form is just as simple. Hah!

er::

Let's talk

NEW YORK, Nov. 22. (UPI) - The Beatles'
"Come Together" vaulted
into first place in this week's
survey of single pop records,
replacing the Fifth Dimension's "Wedding Bell Blues."
The previous leader dropped
-t
r
to No.
survey fis eendUited by Billboard magazine and
ratings are based on record
sales and broadcast play.
The leaders:
r,'k
I. "Come Toget
Beatles.
2. "And When I Die,"
Blood, Sweat and Tears.
3. "Wedding Bell Blues,"
Fifth Dimension.
4. "Take a Letter, Maria,"
R. B. Greaves.
5. "Na, Na, Hey, Hey,"
Steam.
6. "Smile a Little Smile
!or Me," Flying Machine.
7. "Leaving on a Jet
Plane," Peter, Paul and
Mary.
8. "Yester Me,Yester You,
Yesterday," Stevie Wonder.
9. "Fortunate Son," Creedence Clearwater Revival.
10. "Eli's Coming," Three
Dog Night.
II. "Some Day We'll Be
Together," Diana Ross and
Supremes.
12. "Baby It's You," Smith.
13. "Backfield in Motion,"
Mel and Tim.
14. "Baby I'm For Real,"
Onginals.
is. "cherry Hill Park,"
Bill? Joe Royal.
16. "Suspicious Mind s,"
Elvis Presley.

BURLINGTON, Vt. (UPI) Pictures are to a wall what seasoning is to meat.
Just as meat can be eaten
without some fomi of-seasoning,
a wall doesn't necessarily need
pictures -- hut most persons
agree meat tastes better with
seasoning and a picture dresses
urjrist about any wall.
"Pictures are highly emotioniregoices: they reflect mood,
personality, and add ,lor, motion, and form to a room,"
says Kay Strassburg, related arts
specialist at the .University of
Vermont Extension Service. She
also says pictures can be used
in every room.
"Protecting your pictures is
as simple as covering them with
lass,
says Mrs. Strassburg.
But of course oil paintings are
!never covered."
CORNING WARS* TRIO MET
"A frame en make a pit - ...Inch/deal,I% end 1% Quart covered
saucepan*. Cook 'heed, freeze, then
tune either exciting or dull but heel end serve ... elf in one tight
whatever your choice make sure Potholed separetely they would cost
$999
the frame complements but
— Our Mrecial pnce
rittesti't dominate the picture."
"
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WRIGHT BROTHERS WORKER NNALLY FUSS Miss Ida Holdgivvv. hh, Vin sewed fabiie tor the Wright Brothers' airPlanes in the early 111000s. looks pleased as she. finally gets
hcr first itiOplane ride in Dayta. Ohio. Her pilot is thonms
0 Slathiles-. .1 ulember of the Dayton Chamber of Comfit:Pre.
w
it-ranged the flight

Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Mariano,.
753 2512
Ill Maple St

$201.300il;16
Today and Tues.

Lutheran gains
NEW YORK (121)-Lutheran
churches around the world
gained 150,000 baptized members during the past year, boosting the denomination's global
membership to 75,157,352-, the
Lutheran World Federation reports.
This makes
the Lutheran
Church the third largest grouping of Christians, following the
Roman Catholic and ,Etsterp
churches.
LC:

Nithodox

'the Lutheran world total represents 58,164,757
members
reported by Lutheran churches
in about 80 countries, plus
16,992,595 Lutherans who belong to United churches in Germany which
also have some
Reformed congregations.
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Ladies' Home Journal, chat with editor
and publisher John Mack Carter at a
reception given by the magazine at the
S'ey Club in New York.

And ye shall be witness unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all
Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth.Acts 1:8.
Jesus still calls upon us to be His witnesses both in our local
community and throughout the whole world,

.
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LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Captive magpies have the abiBright's disease is named alter
Richard Bright, an Engli4h physi- lity to talk and are highly prized
as pets.
cian.
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Survey Says
Beatles,Lead .
Record List

LADIES OF THE PRESS—Mrs. Lynda
Johnson Robb (left), and Mrs. Margaret
Truman Daniel, both daughters of former Presidents and now writers for the
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Deaths reported are Mrs. George Brown, age 82, John R. Hutchens, age 82, George W. Wallis, and Oliver Albert Harker, Jr.,
age 81.
Mrs. Mary Hopson, teller at Peoples Bank, is pictured as she
mails the 1959 Christmas Club checks.
Rev, and Mrs. Howard Nichols entertained Sunday with an open
house for members and friends of the First Christian Church,
congregation.
PT.& iitismimo Farrell of Murray aka*, Grolacuse• NAM- Millene!rAtrea
35th annual meeting of the National Association of Schools of Ninsic
at Detroit, Mich.
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LEDGER & TIMES FILE

THE GODFATHER - Mario Puzo
THE[AWE MACHINE -Jacqueline
THE PETER PRINCIPLE - Laurance
SWIM
THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN I. Peter and Raymond Hull
MY LIFE WITH JACQUELINE
Midler! Crichton
THE HOUSE ON THE STRAND KENNEDY - Mary Barelli
Daphne du Maurier
Gallagher
THE PROMISE - Chaim Potek
THE KINGDOM AND THE POWER
NAKED CAME THE STRANGER -Gay Talese
Penelope Ashe
THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT
THE PS FIENDERS - Gwen Davis
1968 - Theodore H. White
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Ten Years Ago Today

John Singleton of Hamilton, Ohio, and Billy i• urgerson of Murray
were named as co-captains of the Murray State Thoroughbreds in
1950.
Jimmy Bazzell, age thirteen months, died at Detroit, Mich. The
funeral was at Coldwater here and burial was in the Bazzell Cemetery.
About four hundred high school students were on hand November
21 attending the Quad-State Music Festival at Murray State College.
Alm° beat Kirksey 53 to 45,Sedaliabeat Lynn Grove 45 to 30, and
Murray Training School beat New Concord 53 to 37 in basketball
games.
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Today is Monday, Nov. 24,
the 328th thy of 1969, with 37 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history
In 1869, women from 21
states met in Cleveland to draw
up plans for the organization of
the American Women's Suffrage Association.
In 1944, super-fortress
the U.S. Air Force too,
from Saipan for the first raids
on Tokyo.
In 1961, the United Nations
Security Council gave Secretary
General Thant permission to
use force if aecessary to settle
the Congo crisis.
In 1963 Lee Harvey Oswald,
accused assassin of President
Kennedy, was shot to death by
Jack Ruby in a Dallas jail.
Millions of people witnessed the
shooting on television.
--A thought for the clay
Scottish poet Robert
said, "There's a hope for every
woe and a balm for every pain,
but the first joys of our heart
come never back again,"
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Rams Make Winning A Habit;
Cowboys Make Losing An Art

Colonels Top Stars

&
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SPORTS

Raiders Steal Five Dawson
Passes In 27-24 Win Sunday

As if Louie Dampier and
Darei Carrier weren't enough,
By VITO STELLENo
TIMES
Conference title game on Dec. the Kentucky Colonels now
UPI Sports Writer
By FRED McMANE
whipping the Dolphins. Rookie
have
rookie
George
Tinsley
28, clinched a share of the
end Bill Stanfill
UPI
defensive
Sports
Writer
vying
for
point
honors
in the
Century Division title with its
The Los Angeles Rams are
scored the Dolphins' lone TD on
28-17 victory over New York, American Basketball Associa.
making winning a habit and the
The Oakland Raiders' pass a pass interception.
while St. Louis was losing to tioa.
Dallas Cowboys are making
defenders may have literally Dick Post ran for three
Tinsley
scored
personal
a
pro
Philadelphia, 34-30.
losing an art.
stolen the American Football touchdowns and quarterback
New Orleans topped San high of 23 points Sunday night
That was the story in Los
League's Western Division title Marty Domres scored twice
and
the
impetus
of
the
rookie's
Angeles Sunday when the Rams Francisco 43 - 38, Baltimore talents moved Kentucky to a
away from the Kansas City and passed for a third TD in
nipped
Chicago 24-21
and
became the first National
Chiefs,
Washington beat Atlanta 27-20. 121-115 victory over the Los
AFL ROUNDUP
Football League team in seven
The Raiders intercepted five
By
Angeles
Stars.
United
Press
touchdown
Inter
came
on
.a four-yard
Throws Two
years to start the season with a
of
Len
Dawson's
passes
Dampier's
Sun27
points
and
pass
sparking
the Chargers' victory.
from quarterback Bill
It's supposed to be difficult to
day, including two which they Domres, a rookie starting in
record and the Cowboys win
East Tennessee State, bound March to Don Buehler. Taila title by alternating Carrier's 24 gave this trio
returned
tinued to find a way to lose
for touchdowns, and place of veteran John Hadl,
quarterbacks but Gary Cuozzo almost two-thirds of the entire for the Grantland Rice Boti back Jimmy Brooks led Easte "big" games.
edged the Chiefs, 27-24, to take completed 11 of 20 passes for
after winning the Ohio Valley ern's ground game with 81
replaced Joe Kapp in the
The Cowboys had the edge in
over first place.
Conference title, survived
yards on 24 carries.
235 yards and engineered the
second period for the second
ABA ROUNDUP
the first downs, 17-16, rushing
Linebacker Dan Conners and most explosive attack by the
last
minute
scare
by
Austin
straight game and it worked
United
International
By
Press
-safety George Atkinson each Chargers this season.
yardage, 130-88, and passing
Peay Saturday afternoon for it
again Sunday for Minnesota.
went all the way for a Mike Taliaferro passed for
yardage, 222-202, but they also
Cuozzo threw two touchdown Kentucky scoring output and 14-12 win that protected its unThe Baltimore Bullets aren't touchdown with
an interception three touchdowns and rookie
passes and ignited a Viking moved the Colonels to within beaten record.
letting the New York Knicks as the Raiders
boosted their Carl Garrett raced 44 yards for
Five OVC teams finished
NFL ROUNDUP
2/
1
2 games of first place in the
romp over Pittsburgh.
out of sight yet.
record to 9-1-1 and moved one- another score, as the Patriots
Former Packer Errol Mann Eastern Division. The loss their seasons Saturday. Tennee•
Baltimore won its seventh half game ahead of
the Chiefs whipped the Bills. Jack Kemp
kicked three field goals in the dropped Los Angeles l',2 games see Tech closes at Murfreesstraight
National Basketball (9-2).
led in mistakes and lost the
boro
against
West
the
Middle
off
in
pace
the
The
connected on a pair of scoring
Tennessee
first half and the Detroit
Association game and 7th of its
The Chiefs were leading 14-3 passes with Haven Moses in a
game, 24-23. Dallas has now
defense lifted the Lions past the Stars' Bill McGill scored 24 State in a Thanksgiving Da
last
12
mauling
Los
by
the
In the second quarter when losing effort,
lost just twice but they've been
clash, and East Tennessee
Packers, who have now lost points.
Angeles Lakers, 129-97, Sunday
key losses to the Century
Atkinson outwrestled tight end
es
Louisiana
Chaparra
Tech
Dallas
The
in
ls
the
pos
three straight for the first time
night. The victory cut the Fred Arbanas
Division leader— Cleveland— and
for a pass and
reached the .500 mark with season game in Baton Roug
since 1959.
Knicks' lead to 51,s games over sped 22 yards unmolested
to the Coastal Division leader—
into
La.,
Dec. 13.
Leroy Kelly scored three their 10th victory of the season
second-place Baltimore in the the end zone.
Los Angeles. Sunday's victory
That proved to be
Morehead
knocked
they
held
as
late
a
off
Easter
touchdowns in the first 16
Eastern Division.
the spark the Raiders needed
clinched a share of the Coastal
RALEIGH, N.C. (UPI)— Dic
minutes, as the Browns routed Washington rally to beat the Kentucky out of a share of seof
Earl Monroe led a balanced as they bounced back
Division crown for the Rams.
to tie the
ond
place by defeating th Idol hunts black bear, Alas
New York and Norm Snead Caps 121-117. Manny Leaks led
score 17-1'7 at halftime on a 22Roman Gabriel, who lost
Colonels
23-11
Dallas
mountain
attack
the
points
32
with
Saturday,
goats,
wail
caribou
and
tossed a 23-yard scoring pass
NBA ROUNDUP
yard scoring pass from Daryle
count of the downs a year ago
Kentucky
crushed oppesing ball carriers.
with 22 seconds left, as the and Warren Armstrong paced Western
Lamoaica to Warren Wells.
when the Rams were eliminatMurray, 56-14.
the Caps with 30.
North Carolina State football
Eagles edged the Cardinals.
Conners' interception proved
ed from the title chase by
fans know him as a hardNew York went on a 20-7 tear
Western Kentucky quarteeChicago, tossed 35- and 58-yard
tackling defensive cornerback. Baltimore attack with 31 points even more timely. The Chiefs,
in the third period enroute to
back Johnny Vance set a net
Lou Michaels caromed a 17- registering
touchdown passes to Wendell
Fellow outdoorsmen know him as Los Angeles, down to six trailing 20-17, were threatening
a 120-106 triumph
Tucker and ran a yard for the yard field goal off the taarights over Pittsburgh. Levern Tart's season passing record for
as a hunter, trapper, fisherman healthy players, found the lack in the third quarter when
vritla 12 seconds left, as the gams-high 33 points led the Hilltoppers as he hit 15 of
Rams' other TD.
of manpower too much burden Conners stepped in front of
and taxidermist.
Colts scored 10 points in the Nets to their third straight win. for 214 yards against Murra
Costly Mistake
Professional taxidermy, in and lost its five-game winning Wendell Hayes at the Oakland
to give a total of 2,042 for the
Of the Dallas mistakes— final five minutes to beat Charlie
25, grabbed Dawson's swing
fact, has grown into almost a streak.
Williams kept the
Craig Morton had two of his Chicago. John Unitas came off Pipers in the game with 29 year.
Four Laker players scored all pass and ran it back 75 yards
fulltime career for Idol, who
Vance passed for one touchpasses intercepted, Dan Reeves the bench with 7:04 left to points.
graduates from State in Janua- but three of the team's points. for a touchdown.
down and raced 27 yards for
Defense Sparkles
lost a pass and a fumble and spark the Colts.
Jerry West, bearing the scoring
ry.
another, while Jim Vorheet
if a member of 1970
Moments later, Dawson conMel Renfro dropped a punt— the
"I'd like to go back to Alaska brunt with both Wilt ChamberErnie Wheelwright's three.
scored twice on runs of two and
nected
Frank
vrith
lain
Pitts
most costly one was made by yard TD run
on
and
a
Elgin
Baylor
after
sidelined
January
and
hunt big
with 26 seconds
Christmas Club.
three yards and passed for one
• Bob Hayes. He caught a pass left capped
game for a while, then I'd life by injuries, had a game-high 38 42-yard pass to make it 27-24,
a seven-play, 72touchdown.
but
the
veteran
quarterback
from Morton in the third period yard drive
to go out West to hunt antelope points. Mel Counts did most of
that gave New
Murray
quarterback
Matt and
and was streaking past Jim Orleans the victory
mountain lion," he said of the rebounding as he drew had two other drives halted by
over San
Haug
hit
18
of
34
for
276
yards future
down a career high 22 caroms. Interceptions in the final two
Nettles toward the end zone Francisco.
plans.
Including a 19-yard scoring
Oscar Robertson played the minutes of play. Dave Grayson
when he dropped the ball. He
"Then I'd enjoy coming back
Charley Harraway broke
pass to Rich Fisher. Fisher to
iron man role as he stayed in stopped one drive by picking off
recovered, but the Cowboys had Loose for a game-d
Raleigh
to
become
a
fulltime
eciding 68also tallied on a 32-yard run.
the entire 48 minutes in leading a Dawson pass at the eightto settle for a 22-yard field goal yard touchdown run
taxid er mist."
with a By United Press International
Get Your Free
the Cincinnati Royals to a 137- yard line and Gus Otto halted
instead of a touchdown.
Loves Outdoors
safety valve pass from Sonny
another by intercepting a pass
123
win
over
the
In other games. Minnesota Jurgensen in the third
ROUNDUP
Phoenix
OVC
Suns.
Stuffing
animals
fits
right
in
The Chicago Black Hawks
Christmas Corsage.
period as
remained two games ahead of Washington rallied
with Idol's love of the outdoors, The Big 0 dominated the at midfield with only 30 seconds
from a 10. never thought they'd see Bobby
remaining
scoring
with
Detroit in the Central Division point deficit to beat
39
points,
eight
Hull's 973rd National Hockey Austin Peay scored with 2:11 which began as a farm boy
Atlanta.
more than Jerry Chambers. The victory was the Raiders'
with a 52-14 rout of Pittsburgh,
left to cut the gap to 14-12 but near Kernersville, N.C.
League goal.
while the Lions edged Green
"It's hard to explain why I netted for the Suns, who lost sixth over the Chiefs in their
ROME (TYPO— Nino BenvenuHull, the Hawks' glamour boy failed on a two-point converlast seven meetings.
Bay 16-10.
ti retained his world middle- since 1957, only recently decid- sion. The Goys were not like the outdoors so much," their sixth straight game.
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through,
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however.
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York
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bly play Dallas in the Eastern knockout of Luis
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biology.
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quarterback
a
John
feeling
I get
Rodriguez. hockey wars after a contract
Boston in the Celtics' 125-116 Houston clobbered Miami 32-7.
dispute and his presence was Kok rifled a long pass to when I'm out in the woods,
drubbing of the Seattle Superso- San Diego crushed Denver 45-24
Howell Flatt who gathered it in especially when I'm alone."
instantly felt by Chicago.
nics. Bob Rule tallied 14 points and Boston defeated Buffalo 33on
East
the
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Opposing
football
40
and
backs
also
The Blond Bomber scored his
In the first period and had a 21.
first goal of the season and No. rambled to the. three where he get a "feeling" when they are
The touchdown passes from
oile with Idol on a 5,stur dal ame top of 33, but his one-man
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Opponents
call
him
night as Chicago edged Pitand four field goals by Jim
one of the hardest tacklers ir th the Boston attack.
tsburgh 3-2 to stretch its 28 seconds left.
Turner paced the Jets to their
The East Tennessee touch- e Atlantic Coast Conference,
unbeaten string to nine games.
seventh victory in their last
State football scouts recruitec
Hull's goal tied the score at 2- downs came on a 69-yard pass
eight games. The Jets' defense
2 at 5:53 of the third period and from Larry Graham to Pat im from East Forsyth Coun
¢NN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI)— also shared
in the triumph,
Hauser
High
School, where the foot
and a six-yard run by
Stan Mikita broke the deadlock
Michigan halted Ohio State's 22- throwing rookie
quarterback
at 15:08 with the winning goal Mike Young. Austin Peay ral- squad elected him most value- game winning streak by bea
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run
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the Buckeyes 24-12.
into a
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casions and setting up two
Idol has been a regular
fourth-place tie with Detroit in nis Dyer and a 14-yard pass
touchdowns with an interception
starter in the defensive back- startled her.
from Kok to Chuck Field.
the Eastern Division.
and a fumble recovery.
Morehead quarterback Bill field for two seasons. Hunting
New York routed Oakland, 5"I couldn't have outrun her,"
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Reelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the MurMarston
and
fishing
set
trips
a
school
usually fill the he said. "So I just
season
Hopkinevele Federal
2, Montreal tied Boston 2-2 and
stood still. Pete Beattard threw two
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
Toronto edged Philadelphia 3-2 passing yardage mark as he if season.
Eventually, she gave up and touchdown passes and Roy
Savings & Loan Assn.
guided the Eagles past EasLives With Pets
in other games.
went the other way."
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
Gerela kicked three field goals
Juha Widing, New York's tern Kentucky. Marston, who Idol's wife the former Ann
No wonder fullbacks don't as the Oilers clinched a playoff
304 E. Main Street
Finnish-born center, scored hit Dennis Crowley and John Riker of Hillsborough, N.C., scare Dick Idol.
spot in the Eastern Division by
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unbeaten string to eight games finished with 1,698 yards pass- falcons, chameleons, a baby fox
and a pet skunk around the
in the first of seven straight ing for the year.
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Tailback Louis Rogan also house.
home contests. Widing's goals
came in a four-score second- scored for Morehead on a five. She and his other football
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
ans have also learned to
period outburst. Rod Gilbert yard run.
South Central Bell
The lone Eastern Kentucky xpect the sharp, effective
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock inand Vic Hadfield tallied the
ckling that has earned Idol
other goals and Dave Salon
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added a New York goal in the on scoring shots by John e respect of the hardest
business and support and invite you to call 753third period. Bill Hicke and McKenzie -Ind Derek Sander- unners.
5334 for top hog quotations
The toughest opponent he
Brian Perry scared for Oak- son.
ver faced had claws three
land.
Bob Pulford scored a pair of • ches long and
weighed about
Yvan Cournoyer's seventh first-period goals and assisted 1.2,00
pounds. She was a mother
goal of the season at 15:05 of on Dave Keon's
deciding tally bear with cub. On an Alaskan
the second period lifted the In the third stanza
for Toronto's tinting trip, Idol had used all
Canadians into their tie with victory. Joe Watson and Larry
ammunition
is
and
was
Boston. Montreal took an earb Hillman connected
for Philadel- eturning to camp when he
1-0 lead on John Ferguson's phia.
goal, but the Bruins went ahead
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I SUPPOSE
YOOZE WONDERING
WHAT I'M
DONE.

(I'M ADDRESSING
TURKE‘e CARD

A5 LON61,45 I'VE LIVED,
• I'VE NEVER RECEIVED A
TURKEY CARD
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by Al Capp
EVFLY WINDOW IN
UNMENSHUNABLE
JONES'S BIRTHPLACE
SMASHED !
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IN NEW WINDOWS
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— BUT- IT'S WORTH IT
TO KEEP Th4 MEMORY
0'UNMENSt1UNABLE
JONES FRESH IN

'THAR HEARTS!!

Thefamily's grown up now.
— They're living near and far.
Dial yourown long distancei...
find out how your children are.
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Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are low...every night
and all weekend long.
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Fashion Show From United States Makes
Soviet Tour And The Women Liked It

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor

Monday, November 24
The Thu Phi Lambda Sorority
will have a dinner meeting at
the Holiday Inn at seven pm
•••
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of the Beta Sigma Phi will meet
at the Community Center at
seven p.m.
•••
The Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Murray'' Calloway County Library at
.1 seven p.m.
••
46

The Hazel Baptist Church
WMS will have a mission study
• at the church at seven p.m. Mrs.
44"- Frances Dailey will teach the
book.
•••
The Robertson Elementary
• School PTA will sponsor open
"P.
house at the school at seven
p.m. All parents are urged to
attend.
•••
•
The Creative Arts Depart.
ment of the Murray Woman's
4; Club will have an all day wort
shop to make Christmas Mobiles
• starting at 9:30 am. Miss Jea• uette Oathey will teach the lee-son. Each one is to bring a
sack lunch and a list of itema
published in a front page story.
Hostesses are Mesdames Henry
Holton, Albert Koertner, and
Cal Luther.
•• •
Tuesday, November 25
A special service of the
WSCS of the First United Methodist Church will be held at
the church educational building
at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
American Legion Auxiliary
Post 73 will meet at the Legion Hall at 6:30 pm. All members and ladies who may be
able to join are urged to attend.
•••
Elementary
Kirksey
The
School PTA will meet at the
school at :730 p.m. Supt. William B. Miller will be the
speaker. Hostesses will be the
second grade mothers.
•••
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will have a book
study by Mrs. Paul Halley, Sr.,
at the home of Mrs_ Albert
Crider at ten am. The group
will have lunch at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
•••
A bake sale and bazaar, spon
gored by the Women's Republican Club, will be held at the
Fenton and Hodge Store starting at nine a.m.
•••
Wednesday, November 26
The Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will hold a
bake sale starting at 9 a.m. in
front of Diuguid's Furniture
Company.
• ••
A bake sale will be held in
front of Bulk's starting at eigh'.
a.m., sponsored by Beta Sigma
Phi. For special order requests
call 753-8459 by Monday.
•••
Saturday, November 29
All members of the Oaks
Country Club are invited to a
Hootenanny at 7:30 p m. There
is no admission charge. Country music will be "The Three
J's Plus One".
•••
Saturday, December 6
The Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club will have a buffet
dinner at the Holiday Inn at
7:30 p.m For reservations contact Mrs M D. Hassell 7535640 by November 30.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Recently at our son's college homecoming, he and three of his friends invited their parents out to
dinner in appreciation of "all we had done for them."
The bill came to well over NO, plus tax and tip.
Apparently the boys did not have enough knoney with them,
so in order to minimize the embarrassment, my husband
paid the bill with his credit card and left the tip in cash.
Our own son and one of the other boys paid us their
share the next day; one other parent mailed his son's share,
and the fourth will probably never pay us.
Our questions: When we see these boys again, should we
bring up their inexcusable lack of preparation to pay the bill
that night in order to help them avoid such situations in the
future? Also, do you think my husband did the right thing in
rescuing the boys the way he did? Or should he have let them
solve their money problems in their own way? A MOTHER

I
2

Lovely Bridal

Shower Honors

Mrs. Jerry Arnold

Martha Snow
Completes Her
We4ding Plans

DEAR MOTHER: I think your husband did what any
ether father would have dose in the same situation, and I
don't fault him for it. (It would have taken a
super-disciplinarian to witness one's son and his friends
trying to scrape up enough mosey to pay the tab for a
"parents' treat" and let them solve it in their own way.) I do
think you should tell your son in no uncertain terms that he is
a big boy now, and old enough to come prepared to pay his
share of the check when he's a boat. And as for the other
boys, it's up to their parents to give them the same lectern.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is za years old, and he
decided that WASHING his hair will make his hair fall out,
so will you please put something in yo-ur
straight?
Melvin is a very good-looking fellow, but he's got this
thing about losing his hair. He won't use a hairbrush at all
because every time he sees a few hairs in his hairbrush he
practically bawls. And he doesn't use a comb any more than
he absolutely must.
He's a wonderful guy, but, Abby, you don't know how
hard it is to sleep with a man who hasn't washed his hair
since last July. Help!
MEL'S WIFE

DEAR ABBY: For homework in school we have to find a
misspelled word in the newspaper. I would like for you to
write a misspelled word in your column so I can bring it in.
I am 11 years old and am in the fifth grade. Thank you.
BETH IN EDWARDSVILLE,PA.
DEAR BETH: Unaccustomed as I am to mispealng
wards intentionally I shall be glad to accomodate you.
[ldww, let's hope the editor doesn't louse up everything.]
DEAR ABBY: I would like to answer "NEEDS TO
KNOW," who asked if she should stay with a no-good
husband for the sake of the kids.
As a small girl, I frequently saw my father beat up my
mother I tried my best to comfort her, and I begged her
often to leave him. When I reached 14, the situation hadn't
improved any, so after another one of their terrible battles I
told Mamma that I couldn't take it any longer, and if she
didn't tell HIM to get out, I was going to run away.
She finally made him get out, and later she divorced him.
By that time she was no longer young and pretty. She grew
older and more bitter, and she had no use for men. I'm sure
she thought that by staying all those years she was doing the
right thing. How wrong she was Poor Mamma. She threw
her life away for nothing. LOOKING BACK IN ATLANTA

BRUSSELS (UPI) Belgian Airlines is sounding out
foreign travelers on what they
like or dislike in air travel. Questionnaires sent out by Sabena
try to find out whether a person's choice of an airline is
determined by punctuality. comfort, feeling of safety, food and
drinks served, or just the attrac-
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Choose this Important Benefit
For Long Term or Catastrophic Illness or Injury
Extended Benefits Endorsement
• EXTENDS hospital benefits from 70 to 730 days
• INCREASES surgical and medical protection
• PROVIDES allowances for:
• Doctors' Home and Office Visits AND Outpatient
Prescription Drugs—following in-hospital care
• Outpatient Diagnostic Services
• Private Duty Nursing Care—in the hospital
• Nursing Home Care—following in -hospital care

Do you turn pan handles so
they don't protrude from
stove top?

and friendliness - of

stewardesses.

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box WM, Los Angelis, Cel.
SOM. For a personal reply enclose Amapa'. IdartIlleal
eaveispe.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abby, Box MN, Los Angeles, Cal. NON.

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD helps give you financial peace of
mind in the event of illness or injury. Benefits are available to
individuals, families and employee groups of five or more.
Farm Bureau Members, see your Farm Bureau Agent.

••*****••••.•••••••••••

Troy

Donahoe

BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD

WARE

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN. INC

'Registered service marks of the American Hospital Association
''Registered service marks of the National Association of
Blue Shield

Send us

9.99

,o0°-

Plans

the coupon today for information.

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rood, Louisville, Ky. 40205

:'
4.C,-.

- k,
Sizes that insure just the right one for
. large or small. Freeze,
any meal
cook, serve . . . all in the same dish. A
compliment to any kitchen.

VAN]
fillini

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

3101 Bardstown Rood •Louisville, Ky. 40205•Phone (502) 452-1511

: COVERED SAUCEPANS
• Open Stock Value 17.83
•
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(Both include allowances for in-hospital medical, x-ray and anesthesia)

P-33 Trio Set
SAVE
7.86
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FOR PHYSICIAN SERVICES
BLUE SHIELD"
• Schedule C, surgical allowances up to $270
• Schedule D, surgical allowances up to $405
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styles. For the Uzbek women
buy the material and sew their
OW11.
But the dress is coolness
personfled and ultra-comfortable in an arid, hot climate,
often in the 100's Fahrenheit in
the summer, in the high 80's
during our visit here in the fall.
The fashion on-the-go show
The Maude Harker Stinda3
was the brainchild of Mrs. Earl
Class of the Puryeai
School
C. (Bernice) Behrens, wife of
Church met ir
Methodist
United
the political editor of the San
home of Mrs. Parker Carter,
the
BehMrs
Chronicle.
Francisco
Monday evening at 7:30 with Mrs
rens- coordinated the unofficial
Jimmy Nichols co-hostess.
and informal "delegation of
women for international underThe meeting was call c.
standing," some 30 of us
ee
r epr eseating assorted careers, order by the president Miss
on this tour of Eastern Europe. England. The devotional was
given by Mrs. W. F. Cary.
Staged Show Last Fall
headed a Minutes of the last meeting was
Mrs. Belar ens
similar group last fall and read by the secretary, Mrs. Van
staged a fashion show too, but Thompson after which the roll
In Moscow only at the House of was called by the treasurer, Mrs.
Fashion, a creative center for Herbert Ray and dues were
Soviet designers. Last fall, collected at this time. During the
House of Fashion professionals business session a report was
clothes and the made in regard to the proceeds of
modelled
Americans showed items from the rummge sale and how the
their own wardrobes only.
money was to be used.
This time, the U.S. women Clever games were enjoyed
modeled their own, and in during the social hour with game
addition combined with the prizes going to Mrs. William Ft
Russian models to show clothes Allbritten, Mrs. J. V. Hill and
sent to the Soviet Union by Mrs. W. F. Carey.
such firms as Blass, Klein, A delightful party plate was
Starr, De La Rental, Abe served to the ten members atShrader, Kimberly Knits, Teal tending which includd, Miss Aline
Traina, Gayle Kirkpatrick and Burton, Mrs. Vernon Stephenson,
Samuel Roberts.
Mrs. Laverne Smith and Miss
The designer collection even- /Kathryn Salmon.
tually was returned to the

• $20, $25, $30 or $35 room allowances
• Covered hospital services PAID IN FULL

Isn tjour home SASE?

SPECIAL OFFER FROM
CORNING

for

COI/IPA-RI PIE BENEFITS
AGAINST THE COST

a-MARIN:WE: 'radii/del. that a CLEAN,scalp is womatial
I. the healthy growth at lamas& hair, sad he stands to lose
more hair [and friends] by allowing rancid oils to collect as
his head.

•••••••••

House of Fashion
manent exhibit

Mrs. W. A. Farmer was the
leader for the program on 'trod
TASHKENT, U.S.S.R. (UPI)
Guides Individuals" at the meet
— It was the first time a U.S.
Mg of the aVoman's MissionarY
A well-known couple of Cottage fashion show made a Soviet
Society of the Elm Grove Baptist Church held on Wedgies- Grove Route 1, Mr. and Mrs. Jim tour that took it all the way
McWherter, will
quietyly from Moscow to Central Asia.
celebrate their 56th wedding
But there the American
day, November 19, at seven o'anniversary
on
Sunday, "models" were, tailing Uzbeldsclock in the evening
Others assisting Mrs. Farmer November 30th at their home. tani women about American
in the program presentaion They live in the home where Mrs. designer names like Adolfo,
were Mrs. Lena Brumleylott:. McWherter was born and has Malcolm Starr, Oscar De La
lived her entire life.
Dick Futrell, and Mrs.
Rena and Anne Klein.
They have three daughers, The women were in this
Weston.
Mrs. Lillian Wood, who resides ancient capital of the Uzbek
Mrs. Luther Hendon gave the near her parents, Mrs. Edith Repub/ic undoubtedly did not
call to prayer with scripture Lindsey of Paris, Route 1, and know that the designers reprofrom Psalms 107:21-31. lira Al- Mrs. Lera Male (Red) Glover of seated some of the top names
bert Crider led the closing Paris Route 3, and they have four in Western fashion. But they
grandchildren.
prayer
showed no surprise at seeing
Others present were Mes- Mr. and Mrs. McWherter will such items of Western dress as
dames Mason Thomas, Earl be glad to greet any of their miniskirts, pantsuits and maxiLee, Harry Shekel, Walton friends or relatives who care to coats. Styles have a way of
Fulkerson,
Wilbur
Weston, call during that afternoon at their crossing all borders.
George Cossey, James Outland. home.
Applaud American Fashions
Glen Hale, Brigham Futrell,
They applauded the American
Samuel Paulus, and Ploy Caldfashions with enthusiasm and
well.
with just as much enthusiasm
The group will meet for the
we American women who gave
mission study on "Sons of Ishthe informal show snapped up
mael: How Shall They Hear" at
their national "uniform," a
the home of Mrs. Albert Crider
many colored silk dress with
on ruesday, November 25, at
short sleeves or sleeveless, its
ten a.m. Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr.,
unbelted body falling in gathers
will teach the book. The aoMrs. Jerry Arnold, who before from a yoke,
men will then go to the Colonher recent marriage in Nashville, This traditional dress of both
ial House for lunch.
Tennessee, was Miss Jennifer day and evening of the Uzbek
•••
Salmon, was honored with a women is not as high fashion
Saturday, as, say, a Bill Blass-designed
tea
gift
lovely
November 15. Hostess for the bare midriff evening outfit
affair was Mrs. Johnny Brannon which was among the U.S.
who received the guest at the
home of her mother, Mrs.
William R. Allbritten in Puryear
and was assisted by members of
Miss Martha A. Snow, the Maude Harker Sunday School
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Class.
?Snow of Sedalia, has completed
Included in the receiving line
her wedding plans for her with Mrs. Brannon and Jennifer,
marriage to Donald L. Johnson, was Mrs. John L.Salmon, mother
Son. of Mrs. Delma Lee and the
of the bride and Mrs. W. T. Arlate Mr. Guy Johnson of
nold, mother of the bridegroom.
Mayfield.
Special guests were Mrs. Eron
Salmon, grandmother of the
The double-ring ceremony
Arnold, auril
will be solemnized at First bride and Mrs. Vera
Baptist Church, Tuesday, of the groom wearing a lovely
Jennifer was
November 25, at 7-30 o'clock in
knit model in vivid red,
-double
the -evening. WeveCand-JOhift.featuring brass buttons down the
Huffman will officiate.
front and on the cuffs of the long
wore a corsage of,
Nuptial music will be sleeves. She
white carnations tied with white'
presented by Mr, John Cook.
hostess.
The bride will be given in ribbon, a gift of the
Mrs. Van Thompson served
marriage by her father. She has
chosen Mrs. Dorothy J. Harris as dinty party sandwiches and
cakes from a table overlaid with
her only attendant.
You will find that DOLLAR for DOLLAR and BENEFIT for
a white linen cloth featuring a
Charles M. Johnson of touch of green in the center
BENEFIT, BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD give you MORE
Mayfield will 7-roe his brother as arrangement of white spider
BENEFITS
for your dues dollar. PLUS, you get a choice of
best / man. Usher will kte John
and glads. Miss Kathryn
Snow, brother of the bride, *a,
benefits;
ease of claims filing; prompt service and con.
punch. The guest
Mrs. Charles M. Johnson, Salmon poured
tinuous coverage. For your health care protection . . .
sister-in-lay. of the groom, will regisCar was kept by Mrs. V. R.
Stephenson.
preside at the guest register.
CHOOSE FROM THESE EFFECTIVE BENEFITS:
Jennifer received many lovely
Only out-of-town wedding
invitations have been sent All gifts which included pieces of heir
FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES
friends and relatives of the chosen china and crystal. Fort!,
couple are invited to attend the guests called during the apBLUE CROSS'
pointed hours.
wedding.

Son as host
must pay bill
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r,ROUP PLANS MM BE FORMED WHERE
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Murray, Ky.
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JAMAICA -BORN Mrs. Alma
Sharpe Donahue, 27, shows
her ring in New York after
It was revealed that she
actor Troy Donahee %yea in
Roanoke: Va.. onNov. 14.

"CHIPPIE" is the word for
Joan Martha's_ mini-dress at
the Paint and Wallpaper Association of America Convention in Cleveland. PPG
Industries whipped it up
with 720 paint .chips 'color
cardsi. ratii a different hue.
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STATE

Please send me, without obligation, information on
health care
benefits and eligibility requirements.
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—I Interested in forming a group
Over. 65 years of age
•Til A college student
A member reaching 19
- 64 years of age or under
OA member getting married
(Farm Bureau Members, see your Farm Bureau
Agent)
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Turkey And The Traditional Trimmings
Are Starred For The Thanksgiving Feast
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By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
IF BEN FRANKLIN

had
I gotten his way, the turkey
rather than the bald eagle
would appear on the Great
Seal of the United States
Ben felt, and with some justification, that the turkey was
truly American, for it was a
year-round source of food for
the Indians long before the
white man discovered our
shores. While it never made
the seal, turkey has become
part of United States history
as the traditional main course
for the all-American feast,
Thanksgiving.
The turkey that the early
settlers ate was a wild, wiry

bird, tough and sinewy, a far
cry from its modern descendant, which is juicy and tender.
Cross-breeding
and
science
have made the big difference.
Homemakers shopping for
''the bird" this week will have
a wide choice. There are turkey foils as well as cutup
parts
wings, legs, some
thighs and breast meat—for
the small family. For larger
groups, tender frozen turkeys
are available in all sizes, including some (usually 5 to 17
pounds) that come pre-stuffed
and ready to cook from the
frozen state.
If you prefer to stuff your

y.
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THE TURKEY—pre-stuffed with herb-seasoned dressingis center of interest at the traditional Thanksgiving feast
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VANILLA MINCEMEAT CREAM PIE features an unbaJced
filling made with pudding, whipped topping and mincemeat.

INC.

tith care

rried

Combine the beans and corn.
Add ,seasonings and cream.
Heat.lebmbine the butter and
flour. Add to vegetable mixure. Simmer 5 to 6 minutes
erves 6 to 8.
GINGER HOLIDAY MOLD
1(11 ounce) can mandarin
orange segments
1 13 ounce) package

lik

lemon flavored gelatin
1 package unflavored
gelatin
1 (12 ounce) can ginger
beer
1 (1 pound can jellied
or whole berry
cranberry sauce
Draia juice from oranges
cupl ef!ncl heat.
Dissolve unflavored and lemon gelatins in hot juice. Stir
in ginger beer, chopped up
cranberry sauce and orange
segments

Chill until thick, stir to distribute ingredients and pour
into 4-5 cup mold. Chill until
set. Serves 6.

VANILLA MINCEMEAT
CREAM PIE
1 envelope whipped
topping mix
1 (33
/
4 ounce) package
vanilla instant pudding
cup milk
34, cup moist mincemeat
1 baked (8-inch) pie shell,
cooled
Prepare whipped topping
mix as directed on package.
Prepare pudding mix as directed on kackage for pie, recup.
ducing milk to
Blend mincemeat and 1 cup
of the prepared whipped -topping into the pudding. Pour
into pie shell. Chill at least 2
hours. Garnish 'with remaining
whipped topping. Serves 6 to R

—
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Winter is here. Great wee.
ther for skiing, sledding, sleigh
rides. And for skating ig subzero climes.
Ever wonder how our lungs
cope with those frosty blasts?
It's something to think about
If frigid air ever got deep into our lungs, the delicate tissues there would freeze stiff as
boards. Then we would suffocate, die from lack of oxygsb4
,
Bow come we don't pdcer
Out grim fate every time,Ave
breathe in freezing air? Because our lungs have their own
built-in air-conditioner. ForLuiltely.
The cold air we breast it
first forced through a mete of
other passages before it his the
lungs. Through the ncittrils,
throat, tonsils, voicebox, !windpipe, and some others. Ali each
spot along the way, the Itir is
heated fast by a type of radii'
tor-action.
Probably you don't teallY
think you have holes in your
head. But you do. Hollow them
bers in the bones of your bead.
And air lingers in those chambers. As the cold air flows in
through the mazes of passageit also mixes with the air
lingering in those hollow chambers. This further warms the
original air.
By the time the freezing air
reaches our most delicate lung
tissue, the tiny air sacs, the
air has been warmed almost to
body temperature. At lightninglike speeds. Quite an ace=
plishment.
The lungs are remarkable or
gans. Knowing how they work
end making life as easy as possible for them is really vital
Just ask your tuberculosis and
respiratory disease association
And use Christmas Seals
They support the fight against
respiratory disease. It's a
matter of life and breath.

Joan was an ingenue when
talkies were a pipe dream, let
alone television.
Of her contemporaries she
and she alone survives.
There isn't another first-rate
star In the old tradition who
still commands the attention
that Crawford does. Moreover,
she is a more attractive woman
by today's standards *than she
was as a girl.
Westerns Aren't New
Westerns aren't new to Joan,
Her first was "The Law of the
Range," a 1928 epic with Tim
McCoy.
"Westerns weren't my forte"
Joan said. "I only appeared in
three of them. I preferred roles
with magnificent wardrobes.
"Once you've been dressed by
Helen
Rose,
Edith
Head,
Adrian, Jean Louis and Iren
you become a little spoiled,
They were the very best an
they gave me that long-legg
look."
Joan still has it.
Her co-stars down through
the years have become a legio
atomized by death or obscurity.
A sampling: Constance Bennett, George K. Arthur, Harry
Langdon, Charles Ray, Owe
Moore, Francis X. Bushman,
Lou Chaney, John Gilbert,
William Haines, James Murray,
Romon Novarro.
As a reigning beauty queen
Crawford often shocked th
waning Victorian mores of her
time.
Likes Natural Appearance
"I never wore girdles or bra
In pictures," she recalled,
"because I liked the natural
appearance of the femine form,
But I'd have refused to do nude
scenes like some actresses are
playing today.
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**
** and Calloway County, Who Work !
**
**
In Murray
*t
1
:
*
I
The proposed payroll and occupational license tax

*

*

*
*
*
OYSTER BREAD STUFFING
Use recipe above, adding
*
1 pint shucked small oysters,
drained and chopped, to the
*
butter with other ingredients.
*
Makes 10 cups.
*
CHESTNUT BREAD
STUFFING
*
Follow recipe for Bread
*
Stuffing, reducing crumbs to
i 2 quarts. Add 1 pound Italian
*
chestnuts, cooked, shelled and
chopped, to stuffing with the
*
bread crumbs. Makes 10 cups.
*
SUCCOTASH
1 43031 can cut green*
beans
*
1 (#303) can whole
kernel corn
*
Villa for 'Chisum'
teaspoon salt
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
*
Pepper
Warner Bros. announced that
cup cream
2 tablespoons butter.
Enrique Villa, a Mexico City *
softened
.actor and son of the late bandit *
1 tablespoon flour
Pancho Villa, will play the role
of a blacksmith in "Chisum - .4(
*
*
*
*
40(
*
Deep Cleats with 2,426
*
*
digging, gripping, biting,
By VERNON SCOTT
*
clinging edges.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
*
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-- Joan
*
Crawford is easily the most
The Gulf Viking '0(
durable actress working today.
She made her movie debut in
4(
Winter Tire

1925 in "Pretty Ladies,"
Now, almost 45 years later,
she has completed a science.
fiction thriller and is preparing
a guest star appearance in
"The Virginian," a television'
horse opera.

.sthes/a ,

ISIURL-11169

try today's new and different
version made with vanilla instant pudding.
BREAD STUFFING
1 cup butter or margarine
1 cup minced onions
1 tablespoon poultry
seasoning
1 1/2 teaspoon salt
3i teaspoon pepper
,
4 cup chopped parsley
N cup chopped celery
leaves
21,2 quarts soft stale
bread crumbs or cubes
Melt butter in skillet and
add all ingredients except
crumbs. Cook 5 minutes. Add
crumbs Use as stuffing for
turkey. Makes 9 cups.

>arty plate was
,?.n members at2ludd, Miss Aline
-non Stephenson,
>rnith and Mis;

ED WHERE
MPEOYEES

own bird, the recipe given here
for a bread stuffing can be
made with either oysters or
chestnuts.
While the turkey is the high
point of interest at the
Thanksgiving table, go-withs
are important, too.
Our choice for the vegetable
course is succotash, a cornbean combination that originated with the Indians.
Instead of the usual cranberry sauce, we've included the
Thanksgiving berry in a molded salad that's superb.
As for dessert, be traditional
and have mincemeat pie, but

......................................
.44,, ANNOUNCEMENT I
.**, To All Citizens Of Murray I

TIMES

t
4(
*
*
*
*
Gulf Viking' Winter Tire *
*
YOU GET TRACTION
*
WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE
'X
TREAD DESIGN
*
to help keep you moving or
*
*
to stop quicker on snow,
*
slush, ice or wet roads the
*
safe Viking runs quiet on
*
dry pavement. Change over
*
today!
*
*
AVAILABLE AT THE
*
FOLLOWING
*
DEALERS

and the 1970 budget for the City will come before the City

Council of Murray next Tuesday night, November 25th

*
*

at 7:30 P.M. at the City Hall. Every one of you who receive a salary in Murray or own a business in Murray will
pay this tax, if it is passed.

If you want to know the details about the tax and

*
*
*

express your own views regarding it, be sure to attend this
meeting. The results of the Council vote will affect you,
your city, and your posterity from now on. This appears
to be your last opportunity to advise your City Government of your thinking about the payroll and occupational
tax.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

This call is for everyone because everyone will be
affected . . . no matter how humble or important your
job. Housewives, clerks, secretaries, mechanics, auto dealers, service station attendents, government employees,
professional people and self-employed people . . . just

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

any person employed in the city of Murray. We urge you
to attend the meeting and bring your neighbor with you.

*
*
*

t
4(

TROTTERS
641 South
CAIN & TAYLOR
6th & Main
LASSITER-MCKINNEY
9th & Sycamore
LOVETT BROS.
4th & Elm
CLIFFORDS
Five Points
WILSON 8, HOLSAPPLE
Haiel

t
.4(
*

t*
**

*
'3(
*
*

1
*
*

Merchants Steering Committee i*
*
Bradburn Hale, Treas.

*
*
*
*
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Frozen
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Turkey
Roesler
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Lb 69
Sliced Breakfast
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Fresh
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LONDON (UPI')- The Hanson
quintuplets, a week old Thursday, are making satisfactory
progress, Queen Charlotte's
Hospital
said
today. The
mother of the five girls, Mrs.
Irene Hanson, is doing well.

diT
&C
rag
CREST VI

THE LASTING WORD
IN BATTERIES
The New, All Powerful Gulf
Power Crest 48
Available At The Following
Dealers
•••••

1-Lb. PKG.

SAVE 174

CAIN & TIMOR

6th & Main
`LASSITER-MZICINNEY
9th & Sycamore
TROTTERS
641 South

OSLO (UPI).- The Norwegian
Labor party said Thursday it
will propose that
Norway
recognize North Vietnam when
parliament begins its foreign
relations debate Monday.
Deputy Chairman Guttorm
Hansen said recognition of the
Hanoi government was a part
of the Labor party's election
program in September. Political sources said the issue
probably would be referred to
the Foreign Relations Committee and considered at a later
date.

Niblets

4

Niblets.
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Idaho Baking

GOLDEN CORN
REIN WANT

69c
POTATOES 101Y:G 97
ORANGES lo

Fresh Daily!

49c

JANE P/ RKER
12 OZ.
CANS

;Vile*
4Ai ht
.

Pumpkin Pie

ONLY

vonsonnumosseman

ASP

4444

SAVE 160

GRKEN GIANT
KITCHEN SLICED

Green Beans
4/994

GREEN
GIANT.

Cranberry Sauce 2 490
Cocktail 2 0.can 391;
Fruit
Shamrock Mandarin
I, 991;
Oranges
ASPS Miss Lou
3
Cans
Yams
ASP
25-04 Can 210
Pumpkin
...
Heavy
Reynolds Wrap.t"..590
Charm
Mixes
Cake
10C
Pink Detergent
c. goo
Liquid
ahoy
BP Rau I
3
Shrwtenine
3 Lb Can 190
Crisco
Dour

JANE PARKER

White Bread

1111.15'

20 01.79,
LVES.

iOo, Boo

Mouse panics

pachyderm
SIENE, Italy ((lit
Elephants alraid of mice? You'd
beater believe it.
'
A mouse ran across the track
as an elephant was parading past
the crowd at the Orfei Brothers
circus. The elephant jumped
for the wooden guard rail, which
splintered under his weight. The
crowd ran screaming for Or
exists:"'"
(Inc woman was slightly injured in the flight before the
elephant was calmed and the
[oho* %eta on.

2
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PRICES GOOD THRU
WED. NOV. 26

GREEN GIANT

PROPOSES RECOGNITION

LOVETT BROS.
S- Elm
CLIFFORD
Five Points
HOLSAPPLE
WILSON
Hurl

Cranberries

"
•.

Distr, by Visited Feature Syndicate. Inc

*POWER

Fresh

•
TAX I

(Continual

YAMS

WASHINGTON (UPI) -Secretary Robert H. Finch of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare has said again
that he does not plan to run for
the seat of Sen. George
Murphy, R-Calif., in 1970.
"I hope to be here at least
for the remainder of this four
year term," Finch said in a
speech at Woodlawn, Md. His
aides made a similar statement
a day earlier.
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WE CAN'T FiCHT THOSE-THOSE
5tIMERAIOA5TORS./! WE'D BE
PI/LVOR/ZED..
4DU CHOKE
11)
HEARD THEM SAY 50 WITH
YOUR OWN EARS?!

/ rre
WE FiGHT./.
PLAIN UN-AMERICAN
T' LJE DOWN AND
LET 'EM WALK ALL
OVER US!

WE GOTTA TAKE A
vOTE ON THIS MATTER , FOLKS
DO WE SURRENDER TO
THEM GOONS-- OR DO
WE FIGHT"

Is CRABTREE CORNERS BE/
INVADED FROM OUTER SP
NO, IT 5 JUST A GOVERNME
TEST, BUT THE TOWN'S
Puzo, Mario The Godfather RESIDENTS THINK IT'S
New York, Putnam's Sons, 1969 THE REAL TIONG
!
446 p, $6.95
Mario Puzo served in Wonl
War II and remained after h
served in Germany as a civi
lian employee of the Army.
period in his life gave him th
material for the "Dark Arena"
which was his first novel
considered the best novel wr
en about postwar occupied Ger
many.
After working in Germany, Mr.
Puzo studied writing under the
GI Bill at Columbia and at the
New School for Social4iesear ch.
He has had short stories pubUSDA
lished in the New School AmeriTUESDAY I IORVING PROGRAMS
can Vanguard and in the New
Voices. His second novel, "The
Country Journal
5 1"..! worthies
Morning Nears
00 final:tot. Show
(IRS
Fortunate
Pilgrim", was call
6 31) Morning Show
Jake Hess Crowe Plow lino-idles Nay
GRADE
a 'small classic' by the Times.
7 2 i!:,...: wthr
Morning Watch
Show
Morning Watch
!Voris .
"The Godfather," which is
8 40
Today; Weather Captain Kangaroc
Bozo Showy
still at the top of the New York
9 loo.,
The Mike DOLIIIIS•SbOur Bore, ihow
Times best-seller list after 31
tics: Show
The
L
Show
Mike
Douglas
9 1 ioncTatinetlawo
Said
c1-5h•
Sa,
74.414/111. DUillar 4Liby....0e
weeks, is essentially the story
10.1
..1:
,
41 it,Of ffiesLera=ir LAztv,4t0j,
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t
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r
1
wood
of a man and his power; and it is
153YrtYr: =one: In::
a reading experience one is not
1 1 1 NTa'tropPees ttrot1.
11111rel4akilinProa BlraltCT$1
likely to forget. The Godfather
.
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Mar vin Aiello.. St 0
60 Minutes
Movie
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le Movie
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FULLY COOKED
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- 11
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tally,
violently and undoubtedly
partner from her unruly escort."
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OR HALF
very
much
as
it
all
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have
Mrs. Connie Stuart, the First
Lady's staff director, told been, and probably was, at least
_ reporters about it but quickly with some. Saturday Review calls
WASHINGTON (1.:P1)
It "Puzo's new novel which is a
Young
.
artist Jamie Wyeth added: "I am not sparking a book, one intended to
shock and
romance."
the
wyeth,
on
Nixon
who
Tricia
Is
sketched
to stun. It is most certainly the
tact of a menu at a White married, attended the dinner 'little Caesar' of this
generation.
Rouse state dinner and signer with his famed father, artist Mr. Azthelm, one of the
editors
Lk "For my enchanting dinner Andrew WYeth.
for Newsweek , wrote in the Newsweek, March 10, 1969, "This
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THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KEKTUCTY
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1970
REVENUES
Property and Poll Taxes
Franchise Taxes

220,000.00
18,000.00
238:000.00

Occupational License
Earnings Tax (.0056)
Vehicle License
Parking meters
Cemetery Lots
Building Permits
Sanitation Department
Parking Lot

62,500.00
120,000.00
65,500.00
21,000.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
110,000.00
2,000,00

623,500.00
40,000.006

Police Court Fines
EkPENDITURES
Administrative and Executive
salaries - Mayor
"
- Attorney
•
- Clerks
•
- Council and Treasurer
Board of Adjustors, Plan. Coo'.
S Bldg. Inspector
Tax and Audit Fees
General Expense:: and Supplies

,

Ws.e W2Fi&GC

9

4.800.00
3,600.00
12,500.00
4,500.00
6,000.00
5,000.00
8 000.00

44400.045
Police Department
Salaries - police (2 additional
men)
. Judge
•
- Prosecutor
General Expenses and Supplies

101.200.00

4.200.00
2,400.00
17,500.00

LEDGER

Fire Department
(1 additional men)
Fire Hydrants
General Expenses and Supplies

5,765.60
Rudget
Police Department Ceneral
Gasoline S. Oil
Auto Maintenance
Uniforms
Radio 6 Maintenance
Telephone
Jail Inmate meals
Schools
Dog 4arden
Miscellaneous

7,000.00
F:xpenses 6 Supplies

4531.58
2243.67
2965.93
1627.19
754.66
1120.82
642.50
385.00
1495.91
13,767.34

Budget

14,500.00

Fire Department
Lights, Water, Gas 6 Telephone
Fiorito 6 Maintenance

Volunteers •
Gas 6 011
Clothing
Maintenance 6. Repairs
miscellaneous

133,700.00
Street Department
Salaries
maintenance, materials and supplies
Street Lights
Street paving and Drainage
Weekly Trash Pickup Service

46,000.00
9,000.00
22,500.00
25.000.00
8,000.00
116,500.0(5

Sanitation Department
Salaries
General Expenscs and supplies

84,800.00
21,500.00
106,000.00

Other Expenses
Salaries
City Park
- Cemetery
•
- Public Rest Room
maintenance - city Park
46 ",
- Cemetery
Social Security Taxes
Insurance
Employees Hospital Insurance

2,000.00
4.000.00
500.00
6,000.00
2,000.00
18,500.00
15,000.00
8,500.00
2,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
10.500.00
77c000.00

Parking Lot
Interest on

Short Term Loans
Contributions - Airport
Retirement System

596,900.06
Equipment Additions
Sanitation Department (Commitments)
_ m Ilyeetilepartmeni
(Backdoc)_
(DuffF Truck)
Police Cars
Fire Department car
Office Equipment

6,100.00
(2 yaar041400.00-4,000.00
3,000.00
1,500.00
1,000.00
3o,lco.06

I970 payment on sanitation Land

4,000.00

Contingency Fund

2,500.00

(Ladder Truck

60,000.00

90% Police Court Fines to Apply:(swimming pool
(maintenance Bldg.

•
TAX PLAN....
(Continued From Pig. Ono)
as proposed by Miayor tans and
the City Council.
He suggested auto stickers
for Murray State students. Mayor Ellis saki that with the increase in out of state tuition
and the resulting drop in the
school cenus, it was felt this
would be an unwise move. Ile
said that no other city having
a state university charges an
auto sticker. He said further
that he felt such a tax would
bring about some ill will by
the students against the city
government as well as the merchants of the city.
Mr. Moyer's second point was
to levy a tax against fire insurance of nxiividuals and business concerns. This would bring
in about $20,000 per year. Mayor Ells said that in his opinion
this would be a difficult tax to
-collect since much insurance
of this type is written out of

(Parking Lot

55,000.00
75.000.00
75.000600

state or out of county.
Mr. Moyer had suggested an
in the collection fees
I the Murray Sanitation system
both to homeowners and to
businesses. His suggestion is
being foilcrwed to some extent
by increasing the cost to business firms to make the system
self-sustaining.
Mr. Moyer suggested Increasing present privilege licenses
by 25 per cent, and raising the
coat of cemetery lots.
Under the new proposed occupational license tax under
Schedule A a grocery having a
gross of $1,250,000 and OW
would pay a occupations& license tax of $385 while the minimum in this category would be
$35.00.
A merchant under schedule
B grossing $600.000 to $605,000
would pay a tax of $423.50.
The tax plan is scheduled to
come before
re the city council
tomorrow night at 7:00 p.
with a large number of people
expected to be present.

increase

7,500.00

Street Department
Supplies
Maintenance 6 Repairs
Gas 6 011
Concrete
Clothing
Miscellaneous

4264.05
3033.79
2366.77
3076.50
320.00
22.53

Less Collections for materials

13,083.64
6,413.22
6,670.42

Budget

8,000.00

Sanitation Department
Maintenance, Repairs s Supplies
Gas, Oil 6 Fuel
Clothing
Utilities

Miscellaneous

Hospital Report

NOW YOU KNOW

James Clinkinbeard, Springer
Hall, MSU, Murray; Mrs.Jatmita
Stallions, 810 Sha-vra Circle, MuNEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
rray; Mrs. Mary Parker, Rte. 5,
7cop/imem, PARKER
opened lower today in moderate
Murray; Master James Cavitt,
• Akoz 156. MILIRStfef STATE FORD',
UNIVEleil•
404 N. 2nd, Murray; Master Bry- turnover.
Fear that the squeeze on
an Hopkins, Rte 1, Farmington;
money may go on longer than
Hubert Chitwood, 1513 Glendale,
had
been
anticipated
was
Murray; Leon Lockhart, 205 Ash
heightened by President NixDrive, Murray; Mrs. Karen Milon's
statement
after
last
by and Baby Boy, Rte, 4, MurFriday's close that the adminisray.
tration would continue its tight
money policies until there is
DISMISSALS
Pictured above at right is Assoc. Prof. Bill Cherry, Almore evidence they are workpha Gamma Rho faculty adviser, and members of
ing.
However,
AGR fraafter
nine
Mrs. Annie Stalls, Rte, 2, Haternity at MSU who will be assisting the Murray Optimist
zel, Mrs. Maxine Holland, Rte. consecutive losing performan- Club with their cushion
sal, to be held Tuesday P4,..vennber
1, Gracey; Miss Charlotte Pay- ces, many analysts believe that 25, between
S and 9 p.m. Prncee4s ni the soe win help
the
list
may
be
ready
to
change
ne, Box 112, Elizabeth Hall, MSU,
direction, if only for technical establish a scholarship program to aid deserving MurrayMurray; Mrs. Margaret Taylor
reasons.
and Baby Boy, 1101 Main Street,
Shortly after the opening, the 8076 and 51%, respectively.
to 36. Republic slipped 14
Murray; Robert Futrell, 500 Pine P
I
marketwide
indicator
Motorola lost 3/4 to 1373,4 361,2.
Street, Murray; Virgil McDaniel,
Rte I, Almo; Miss Frances Le- showed a loss of 0.25 per cent while National Cash Register
on 356 issues crossing the tape. eased 14 to 1391.4. Westingh
ous
nnon, Box 7, Univ. Station, MurThere were 163 declines, and 95 was
steady at 6014, azx
ray; Miss Phyllis Yewell, 313
Loki
was
the
ancient
advances.
Magnavox unchanged at 38% Scandinavia!' god
Broach Street, Murray; Mrs. Noof evil.
American Telephone dipped IBM lost e full point to 350.
vella Collins and Baby Girl, 601
** *
Is to 52%, while AMK Corp.
General Motors gave up % to
Maple Street, Benton; Mrs.Pamalso lost 1/a to 27%. American 74 in the automotive group
"Stink" bait, usually with a
ela Paschall, Rte, 1, Murray;
Research eased /
1
2 to 741/2, but while Chrysler held unchanged cheese .base, is considere
Mrs. Mary Crutcher, 204 State
d the
Xerox added 78 to 103 and at 37%.
most common catfish lure.
Street, Hazel; Mrs. Bettie OlivInternational Nickel 5/8 to 401/2.
Atlantic
Richfield dipped %
er, Box 44, Hazel; Mrs. Beatrice
* * *
Burroughs climbed 11/4 to to 961/2 in the oils, with
Hopldns, 223 South 12th Street,
1541/.i
in
the
electronics, Standard of Calif. off 1/8 to 5312.
Murray; Mrs. Pearl ScarborouControl Data 14 to 1111k, and Cities Service gained 1,2 to 44,
gh, Rte. 1, Hazel; Henry Lovins,
Americans
consume about
RCA 1/8 to 38%. Honeywell rose and Texaco 3!
, to 29%.
15 billion pounds of candy each
(Expired), 902 South 17th Street,
to 145 but General Electric
Bethlehem Steel eased 1/e to day.
Murray,
and Litton held unchanged at 2858, while U.S.
Steel lost 3/8

to

10,827.16
7,146.63
2,244.76
288.45
737.60

SWANNS MARKET

15,500.00

We are celebrating our Nineteenth
Year in business beginning today
thru Saturday. A group from our
regular stock of Famous Brand
Women's Wear has been reduced
to bring sayings from 25% up to
50%!

A small deposit holds in layaway until the Holidays, so
buy now and save! Be sure to come in and register for
Free Gift Certificate to be given away now thru Saturday.

CLEMMIE JORDAN SHOPPE

Fresh Or Frozen

SEEN & HEARD . .

by United Press international
Owls, %pose night vision is
(Continued From Page One)
BO tunes greeter than human
chairs away from that wall,
the
beings', can perceive light equal
to that of a single candle shin- open the dour out on the patio
and close the door to the kiting 390 yards away.
chen. Now we says, you go down
at the far end of the drapery
and work this way and when
he comes out, we'll shoo him
Na,lbll donation
out the door to the outside.
HELSINKI, Finland (UPI)The USS Newport News, flag- So we do. Except, the mouse
ship of the U.S. Second Fleet. gets scared and runs the opposdonated a set of the latest issue ite direction and gets behind
of Encyclopedia Americana to another piece of furniture. We
the Finnish National Students move this out from the wall
Colon (luring the heavy cruiser's and he runs mit to the middleof the Isaias room. We w
und H. Murphy, chief and holier/land otherwise make
of the U.S. Information Ser- some racket and the little
vice Helsinki bureau, made the mouse aims right for the door
presentation on behalf of the
!Newport News.
We were afraid that Lady the
dog was going to make her apC..
pearance at just the wrong time
Lost dunce
but she didn't Anyway the
CHICAGO (UPI)- The kings mouse ran outside which suited
of Portugal, England and France us fine.
all turned down chances to back
Christopher Columbus before Now if we can just keep that
Spain supplied him with the utility room door closed as it
should be, we'll have it made.
ships for the voyage on which
he discovered the New World,
We 'presume that the mouse
says World Book Encyclopedia.
will make It all right. They
* * *
must have done all right before
people started building houses
The small Caribbean island
of Saba is one of the Nether- Oscar the fish has eaten
four of
ands Antilles, but English. is the gold fish we put in his tank
the official language.
This may sound terrible, but
•*
nature in the raw is seldom
mild (our apologies to Ludo
About 26 millionaires have Strike and we fully
realize this
esidences in rural Talbot Conn- dates us to some degree).
y on Maryland's Eastern Shore.
A big Squirrel hanging on the
side of a tree early this mornThe first silver dollars were' ing in the fog. His tail kept
minted in 1794.
jerking for some reason. Maybe this is some form of communication.
The Beatles continue to stay in
the number one slot of the top
ten. This, is difficult for us
to understand. They represent
to us the crummy side of
things. Acid rock, double entendre songs, protest, irresponsibility

Purchase Area
Hog Marlket
Federal S te Market News
Service 11-24'69 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Re ort
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1936 Head, Barrcws
and Gilts Steady; Scws, Mos1ly
Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.50-24.00,
Few 1-2 $26-25,
US 2.4 190-240 lbs $25.00-23.50;
US 2-4 240 260 lbs $24.50-25.00.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $24.00-24.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $21 25-22 00;
US 1-3 300-550 the $20 50-21 25.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.75-20.30

The giant tortoise found on
stinte--thep-441yelielles • Islands • in
the Indian.Ocean may weigh
600 pounds and live 201/ years.
• •5 *
Mars is eintsidered more
earthlike than any other planet.

MONDAY - NOVEMBER 24. 1969

Today's
Stock Market

A DMISSIONS

21,444.60
Budget

- 19th ANNIVERSARY

Mayfield

1181.28
839.17
429.00
665.96
1005.30
5604.58
360.47
10,085.85

Budget
109,700.00
14,000.00
10 000.00

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

General Expenses and Supplies First Eleven
Months of 1969
Admini
ive and Executive
Advertising, printing 6 Supplies
2466.22
Expenses, City Hall
1111.68
Postage
432.40
Mayor's Secretary
599.50
Mt see ilarieoua
1155.80

ITS-755irtgi
Salaries

&

HENS

10-12 LB.

47e

Armour's Boneless

44

La

SMOKED

PICNICS

451c

(With Gravy)

SLICED FREE

TURKEY ROAST $3.89
All White Meat

Cool Whip

2 lb. 8 or -

Cross and Btackwell

PLUM PUDIIIN

Pint 35C

h9°

LUCKY WHIP

TOPPING

letThoide

49c

arTy

Hollandaise Seasoned BEANS
Sauce pkg. 290
KRAFT

6CItiEEN BEANS__

Swanson

Chicken Broth
A
M 5WAlitia
390

1

Stuffing Mix
Pkg

330
•

2 49 CORN__
cans
3"

303 4gre
vans

zr 300 can

PUMPKIN
Spiced

590

2

c3::s

35

#. 2i can
None Such

All Green

Pepperidge Farm
Herb or Cornbread

Whole Kernel

LIMAS

2 ,,3 1.
3 63' MINCE

kis

2"
3 49"

-

MEAT

_

35

Ocean Spray
Jellied or Whole

Cranberry Sauce
270

Carton
Plus Deposit On Bottles .

Cross & Blackwell Rum & Brandy

MINCE MEAT

18 01

55'

Frosty Acres
Frozen

PUMPKIN OR MINCE

u,

19C
SLAW
CRANBERRIES

Marshmallows

Fresh

1 1 .1 Lb.

PIES

R

---3
37)
5-

A rtReyny ds
pur Foil 18 in.

o
l rlif

N

E

JUICE

i2Gai 73e

59c

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

:••
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Bellamy Beat
The Cut On
The Survivors

PAGE

NO GIMMICKS!
NO GIVE-AWAYS I
MST DOWN-TO-EARTH LOW PRICES!

by VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent

Yoe
ske
bac
Hot
it

Ci
1.

11.
12.

17

23
24
31
33
33
33
31
41
42
44
43
47
49
51
54

se59
62

64
65
66
68
70
71
72

2
3
4

We have for you
Thanksgiving fixing. We have
all sizes of Turkeys, Ducks,
Geese, fresh dressed hens,
Oysters for that delicious (

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)— Ralph
Bellamy, a 40-year acting
veteran, is the only member of
the cast of "The Survivors" to
get out alive.
They killed off Ralph In the
10th episode. They killed off the
show shortly thereafter.
Just as well. Lana Turner,
George Hamilton and the rest
of the cast has been put out of
its misery.
Happily, Bellamy
had a
contract that allowed him to
oail out early. He signed on
knowing his character— Baylor
Carlyle— would die before the
Cliristmas holidays.
"I had a deal for nine shows
with an option for 10," Bellamy
said. "So I knew I wasn't going
to be around very long. Too
bad. I liked working with the
company."
Makes No Comment
He was prudent in making no
comment about the series itself
which dealt with a snarling
pack of millionaires.
What baffles Bellamy is the
means of his death.
"For some reason my passthe show is never
ing on
explained," he said whimsically. "I don't know whether I'm
supposed to have a stroke, a
if I'm
or
heart
attack
murdered.
"In the 10th episode I'm seen
alive. In the llth I'm dead on
the floor and everyone in the
cast is made to look guilty of
murder.
"I imagine it would have led
to a big courtroom battle in
future segments of the series."
Actor Bellarny's demise on
the show gives some meaning
to its title. Those who remain—
for better or worse— failed to
suYiYo.
Haigh is now 65 years old and
lays clitlin to five firsts- hi
television. He was the first star
to do a (1) live (2) weekly (3)
dramatic show (4) of hall-anhour (5) on a network.
Ran For Five Years
The series was "Man Against
Crime" which ran for five
years and was beamed from a
makeshift studio
third-floor
above Grand Central Station in
New York City.
A warhorse in television,
Bellamy has as much stage and
movie experience behind him
as any man in Hollywood. But
none of his background fully
prepared him for "The Survivors."
"Basically, the idea was a
good one for television," he
hedged. "I'd really like to say
something nice about it."
several
thought for
He
and changed the
minutes
subject.

LARGE
veneer
1% Mil

hes three
trig
with fire
air
con
landscape
age. This
NICE Bal
This
dining
tnti heat,
acres of
shop bull
and nice
person.
quick sale

Brands you know! Brands you trust! These are
the traditional turkeys we
stocked for you. all beautifully dressed for your
Thanksgiving. Enjoy their delicious company at your Thankagivina Feast

II I

ELEGANT
two acres
ment, two
heat and
This place
Located n
on 94

Choose a piece of chicken to suit everyone
59c
Breast
We Have All
Sizes of SmokeA
Country HAMS

OCEAN SPRAY

16 oz. Can

Cranberry Sauce 2FoR 49
Orange Juice 39

v
iORS
ALLJ:Ec
Lzl

3

10r

29'

MARGARINE
bs 49'
N.Only the Bost goes into those Frozen Foods

CRASH LM

A%IGNED TO TULSA
ST. LOUIS (UP'). Ron Via.
us, former relit.; pitcher with
the Cardinals, was reacquired
by 3tf4ouis from the Houston
Astros and was immediately
assigned to Tulsa in the central
League.

Get One Free

BLUE BONNET

•

SPACE CENTER, Houston
;UPI)— Scientists, wanting to
test their lunar experimental
packages and hoping to prevent
a future traffic problem in
space, decided to crash the
lunar lander Intrepid on the
moon.
When the Intrepid hit the
moon Thursday, near where it
before,
took
off moments
vibrations were recorded for 40
minutes on a seismometer left
surface by
lunar
on the
Charles "Pete" Conrad and
Alan L. Bean.
The Apollo 9 and 10 landers
were sent into an orbit around
the sun and the first craft to
land men on the mbon, Apollo
11's Eagle, was left in a lunar
orbit.

he wi
Home
ins roo
baths,
nice
fro M

about
trend
In back
air.
4-BED 6
Street.
priced to
360', you
of deed

SETS RECORD
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI)—Richard F. Gordon the
forgotten astronaut orbiting the
while his lunar-loping
q9,0
coll-ades were exploring the
Ocean of Storms, set a U.S.
record Thursday for solo space
flight,
Gordon flew the Yankee
Clipper alone for 37 hours, 41
minutes—from the time the
lunar 'ander Intrepid departed
from the command module
until it docked— breaking the
record of 30 hours, 20 minutes
set by L. Gordon Cooper May
15-16, 1963, in Faith 7, last of
the solo Mercury MAL%

OtIAL

PRIDE OF ILL.

17 oz. Can

aarlitToN

20 OZ

Pumpkin

CREAM CORN 2F0R39

Picked at their Flavor Peal(
.•
CRISP CALIF

CELERY (fresh stalk)

15c
FLAVOR KIST 1 lb. oks.

FANCY LENN GROWN SWEET

POTATOES

lb. be
lb. 29c
lb. 10c

EATING

APPLES

4 lb. bag 39c

3ELMONT
room brick,
sir, two baths
located. Pam
pet, two car
thing.
BEAUTIFUL
Poplar. lots
garage, cen
and beeutif
professional.
tc appreciate
GORGEOUS
age. 2% bath
family room
room, central
usual interior
SUNSET D
hest buys we
)edrooms, f
oaths, drape
to see this

Pies
in Almo on
Under good f
and is air
for person
Pony Or hogs.
WE NOW
Sanders hoe
Street. Has
den with fl
is near
6.1

••

IVORY LIQUID

OK E

4
,
111

their

32 oz.

FANCY CARANA

BANANAS

P.
near Unive
new carpet
for quick
to see.
TWO BED
on North 1
drapes and
with house.
Robertson
FOUR BED
on South 7t
has a full
with fire pi
recreation
want. Worl
carpet and
price of this
able.

1.

COCONUT CREAM COOKIES

OCEAN SPRAY Fsiesai

CRANBERRIES

SEE THIS
brick ve
Large den
tion. Hein
central h
pet th.ro
lawn. Ano
been redu
to sell, giv
MAKE US
bedroom fu
Johnson B
nice homes
mal dining
large utilit
driveway.

59c,
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•
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MONDAY - NOVEMBER 24. 1969
NOTICE

POE SAL/
WELDER, 900 AMP Hell Are,
complete with gauge and oxygen tank. Phone 753-7295 after.
N-254
5:00 p. m.

PANELING SALE!!

UTILITY TRAILER, 5' x ID'
tendum wheel, 24" side. $196.00.
Phone 753-7295 after 5:00 P. m.
N-26-C

PRE-FINISHED PANELING (sir
'LEAL ISMS FOR SALM

TOU

We have
s, Ducks,
ed hens,
elicious
Ned.

$5.80

14' 4"xF EARTH PECAN
NOTICE

Neal I.Pee Sete

NOTICE

BRAND NEW tape recorder, 5"
----. $5.80
-(KW MOON PECAN
reels, AC/DC, two speed, microNEW BRICK HOME in City
phone. Still in carton. Make
school district, fully carpeted,
36-1NCH VANITY (%VhIte)
$30.95
ideal gift for student, businesswith central heat and air. Has
man, music lover. May be seen
3 bedrooms, living room, kitchonly $2.00
DOOR KNOBS
at Family Shoe Store. David
en-dining area; 1% ceramic
N-23-C
Seller,.
baths; utility, carport and patjust $2.85
CUTTING BOARDS
io, on lot 80' x 220' and convenient to shopping center.
AKC REGISTERED toy PoodS beautiful 3-bedroom
CARPET REDUCED FOR QUICK CLEARANCE
Priced below $20,000.00.
les. Six weeks old. Phone 753on Keeneland Drive. It has jut
E490 after 4:30 p. m.
3-BEDROOM HOME, with alumN-2194
about everything including a
Winter time prices now m effect on all merchandise,
inum siding, on Ryan Ave., near
transferable loan. Boord fence
BABY
GRAND
piano.
In
excelall
plywood,
kinds
of
pre-finished
and unfinished.
University, on good lot. It conin beck and central heat and
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
lent condition. Phone 753-3616.
sists
of
living
room,
kitchenair.
- This is the revo"MURRAY'S PLYWOOD CENTER"
N-29-C
dining area; nice bath room, (Special)
lutionary grapefruit diet that
4-BEDROOM frame on Main
utility, storage and carport, everyone is suddenly talking
1968 SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
Street. This one is nice and *4•0*. Am.46•P iown.
waisia
about. Thousands of copies
large back yard. A good buy at
machine. Fully guaranteed to
priced to sell. Lot size, 70' x
have been passed from hand
$15,000.00.
sew perfect. Balance, $55.04.
aegy, you can move in at date
to hand in factories, plants
TWO-BEDROOM HOME, with
Can be seen locally. Write Creof dear'
and offices throughout the
207 Maple Street
Phone 753-6.583
asbestos siding and stone front.
U.S.
dit Manager, P. 0. Box 51, Paris,
Large living room, kitchen-dinTenn. 38242.
LARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK
N-29-C
Because this diet really
ing area; large bath room, carworks. We have testimonials
veneer on two acres of land,
PORTABLE
port
electric
and
heat.
electric
This
is
heater
in
reporting on its success. If
1% miles from Murray. House
NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED
good condition. Phone 753-3987.
a well kept home and is a specyou follow it exactly, you
has three bedrooms, formal dinial bargain. Priced only $12,- 'should fase 10 pounds in 10
N-25-C
PROFESSIONAL residenting room, large living room
days. No weight loss In the
500.00. Owner would trade for
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
first four days but you will
with fireplace, central heat and
farm land.
References. Free estimates. HILL CREST house trailer, 12'
Suddenly drop 5 pounds on
conditioner. Beautifully
air
ON NEW CONCORD Highway
pusic x 60', two bedrooms, all electhe 5th day. Thereafter /Gee
Phone
753-3486.
landscaped lawn, double garat intersection of New Providone pound a day until the
tric, less than one year old.
age. This is a beauty.
day.
Then
you
will lose
10th
ence Road, a real neat 2-bedFOR YOUR home remodeling, Phone 753-8234 or 753-4758 af/f,
g60
NICE BRICK HOME in Kirksey.
pounds
every
two
1I/2
days
/
room home, with large living
additions and repairs. Free esti- ter five p. in.
N-29-C
until you get down to your
This home Ku four bedrooms:
e
.
room; kitchen-dining and utllmates. Call 753-6123.
TIC
proper
weight.
Best
of
all,
dining room, living room, eve
. fel 1
4
FROM wall-to-wall, no soil at
ity. Includes some carpeting, thee will be no hunger
4414;100anY103k,' TV
trel heat, full basement, three
WILL TAKE few selected horses all, on carpets cleaned with
pangs. Revised and enlarged,
antenna, Window fan and
ROACHES
acres of land and a good 30x50
for training. Boarding facilities Blue Lustre Rent electric shamthis diet lets you stuff your141,111111
oil stove for heating. Full price
• ---Carry Germs
self with formerly "forbidMop building. A good location
and pasture. Blackwell Stables, pooer $1. Big K.
only /5500.00.
N-29-C
den" foods, such as steaks
SPIDERS
and nice home for the right
telephone 7534E77.
Dec.-134.:
20 ACRE FARM, and good 2trimmed with fat, roast or
200
BEAUTIFUL frames, with
Are Poison
person. Been reduced for a
bedroom frame home, with unfried chicken, gravies, may•••.
‘‘"
%t
5-10 day service, artistic work.
TERMITES
quick sale.
onnaise, lobster swimming In
finished upstairs, that could be
•:;,„
Also imported and handenade
Eat Your Home
butter, bacon fats, sausages
made into additional bedroom
•
gifts. One room of 'mod' gifts
and scrambled eggs and still
ELEGANT STONE HOME on
Apace. This property has aplose weight The secret beand posters. Give an unusual
Locally owned and operattwo acres of land. Has full base•
proximately 1800 feet frontage
hind this "quick weight loss"
ed for 20 years. We can be
gift from The Gallery in Murment, two fire places, central
on Highway 121 West. Priced to
diet is simple. Fat does not
No Jobs to Small or Large
ray, on Mayfield Reed. Dec.-5-C
reached 24 hours a day.
beet and air, large living area
form fat And the grapefruit
sell at $12,000.00.
to be Appreciated
This place has a beautiful view.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home, juice in this diet acts as a catCall Today For FREE
Free Estimates
alyst (the "trigger"), to start
Located near Ken Lake Hotel
2 miles from Murray in JackSPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift Inspection
Contact:
the fat burning process. You
an 94 Hwy.
son Acres. This is a well deMurray Woman's Club cookMane 733-3914
Stuff yourself on the permitsigned home, with large living
books and Kentucky scenic
ted food listed In the diet
Member Chamber of
plan, and still lose unsightly
reom; family room, kitchen with
placemats. Call 436-2345 or 753SEE THIS THREE BEDROOM
Commerce and Builders
fat and excess body fluids. A
built-ins, two ceramic tiled
4498 for information. Dec.-18-C
brick veneer in Kingswood.
Association,
LCP-195
copy of this startling successYOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to t
. baths, baseboard heat, and carLarge den and kitchen combinaful- diet can ba -obtained by
SIX HEATERS: Arvin portablo,,
6100 a. is. and
pets throughout, a double gation, living zoom, two baths,
sending $2 to
check on the price of these tires!
electric tan forced heat. 116.
EAE se.
rage with large Utility room
central heat and air, fine carvolts, 1650 watts. Nearly new.
menius UMW 4111.111 4111110 411111111,
and
Citrus
Diet
storage,
Plan
a
large
lot
frontrolling
throughout,
nice
pet
$10.00
each. Phone 438-5539. ing
on
blacktop
road.
This is
5211 W. Jefferson
lawn. Another house that has
N-24-NC
priced to sell, $21,000.00.
SAWS , FILED, electric heaters
been reduced. This man is ready
L.A. Calif. 90016
100 ACRE FARM 3 miles northand all small appliances repairto sell, give us a bid
Money-back guarantee. If
east of Murray, just off Van.
Phone 753-3914
ed. 512 R So. 12lli St., 753-8087. BEGINNER GUITAR, almost
MAKE US A BID on this four
after trying the diet you have
cleave
Road.
Approximately
N-22-C new, $12.00. Johnny Express
bedroom fully carpeted home on
not lost 7 pounds in the first
50% in cultivation and has good
Ler.eted 100 Se. 13th Et.
truck and accessories, $10.00,
Johnson Blvd. Surrounded by
seven days, another 6 pounds
middle-aged,
MAN
work Allstate Moped, $35.00. Will
needs
grain
bases. This is good proIn the next 7 days, and 1I/2
nice homes. Kitchen, den, forExperienced
in
types
several
ducing land and is available
pounds every two days theretrade for saddle. Phone 498
mal dining room, double garage,
after, simply return the diet
of work. Phone 435-4482.
at $200.00 an acre if sold imN-24-C
8578.
large utility room and paved
753-5142
plan
and
your
$2
will
be
reN-25-NC
mediately.
*
Corner of Sixth & Main
Phone
driveway.
funded promptly and without
NEW floral hide-a-bed by
LIRE
AT 1620 CATALINA we have ,Argunsient. Tear out this* mesCARPET CLEANING
Simmons, one year old. Phone
•3-bedroom brick home, with
sage as a reminder. Decide
HELP WANTED
FLOORSTRIPPING,
rewaxing 753-5,677.
TAD BEDROOM FRAME
now to regain the trim attracN-24-C
'nice living room, kitchen with
near University with garage, all
tive figure of your youth.
CURB HOP wanted Night shift, and buffing, also rug binding.
dining area and built-ins, wallSales
of
complete
line
of
housenew carpet. ffhis place is priced
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
to-wall carpeting, draperies,
for quick sale. Give us a call
NOTICE
female. Apply in person to Dari- hold and commercial cleaning
FOR RENT
central heat and air, 1% baths
to we.
Castle, Chestnut Street. No upplies and waxes. Murray
and large utility room. Owner
rpet and Floor Care, 753- LOSES DIRECTION
TWO BEDROOM BRICK veneer ELECTROLUX SALES & Set.- TWO-BEDROOM trailer. See will consider trade
phone
calls please.
TIC
for
other
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
0272.
N-24-P
on North 17th Street. Real nice, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. Brandon Dill after 4:00 p. m. property, including
farm land
drapes and air conditioner goes It Sanders. Phone 382-3176, at Murray Drive In Theatre en- Priced $19,500.00.
1964 MERCURY, four door
SPACE CENTER, Houston
WANTED: First class painter,
TIC WE
with house. Pretty lawn. Is in Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC trance.
More than 15,000 carload:" (UPI)-As the Intrepid and the
HAVE a number of other hardtop. Excellent condition, good pay, references required.
Robertson School District.
of Texas red granite
A PRIZE a clay for 30 daysl NICE HOUSE TRAILER, all listings and will appreciate dis- low mileage, air-conditioned, Phone 753-3486.
N-24-NC by ox-power were transported Yankee Clipper came within a
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer Convenient Food Mart,
used to con- few feet of each other for
Chest- electric. Will rent for $70.00 cussing your Real Estate needs power steering and brakes, new
on South 7th Street. This house nut Street, grand opening, Nostruct the Texlqii Capitol.
tires, $995.00. Car bought new
docking Thursday, Clipper comper month, that includes park- with you.
has a full finished basement vember 19 to 26.
in Murray by owner. Phone SALESMAN WANTED for C &
mander Richard F. Gordon
N-7A.0 ing space and water. Phone 753- TO BUY-see us. TO WI
* * *
with fire place. Just the nicest
438-5587.
N-24-C If Distributing Co. Contact RenN-24-C list with us.
4837.
Instructed Charles "Pete" Conrecreation room you could liELTONE factory fresh hearFULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4Ib
nie King at 753-9444.
N-25-C
An estimated million head rad to drop down "toward the
want. Worlds of closets, some Mg aid batteries for all make TWO-BEDROOM trailer, see and Maple Streets. Office
of
phone,
cattle in South America clie moon." Conrad moved the
carpet and some hardwood. The hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer 753-7333. Home phones: Fulton 1968 CHEVROLET Impala cus WANTED: Woman to
live In
Intrepid in the opposite direcTIC Court after 4 p. m. Located at Young, 753-4946; R.. B. Pada- tom. Power steering, disc brake for three weeks to care for in- each year from rabies inflicted
price of this house is unbelievtion.
by
vampire
bats,
says
and
windows.
National
Four
season
cornentrance
able.
Murray
to
Drive
the
son, 436-5697; Ishmael Stinson,
valid. Phone 489-2925. N-25-C
"When you say down, that's
Georgraphic.
fortron, radio, four speed trans
In Theatre.
TIC 753-1534.
"up" to me, pal," Conrad told
mission,
396
engine,
Corvette
BEI.....MONT DRIVE Three bedN-24-C
Gordon. "I'm upside down,"
wheels with new wide oval
STABLE on Hermitage Drive,
NOT=
own=
room brick, central heat and
"Sorry, I don't know where
tires.
Phone
753-4775
5:00
after
$15.00 per month. Phone 753- KING
air, two baths, modern and well
LOTS or acreage. p.m.
the moon is," answered the
TFC
5:00
N-24-C
p.
m.
after
6690
Level lots, some with treat.
located. Family room, all carman who made a pinpoint
pet, two car garage. His every-.
landing on the lunar Ocean of
BEAUTIFUL new Valarah Lee Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Made Fresh Daily
ONE-OWNER 1967 Impala twothing.
Apartments, South 16th Street, Estates, telephone 7534077.
Storms.
IN SACKS OR BULK
BEAUTIFUL TRI-LEVEL on
Dec.4-C boor hardtop. Sharp. Phone 753FOR A BIG PAY JOB AS A CLAIMS ADJUSTER
across from Westview Nursing
4353 or see at 1316 Poplar St.
Poplar. Lots of storage space,
Home. Two-bedroom, bath, util- FIVE ROOMS five
Former U.S. Army mechanic and service station atcountries.
garage, central heat, two baths
N-24-P
ity room, living room, kitchen That's the way it is in
tendant, EDWARD D. PAIGE, is now employed as
this beaustaff adjuster by Free State Adjusters in Virsinsa.
and beautifully decorated by a
and dining area. Carpeted. tiful two
NOT CONVINCED
Your 1.11.5. Home-Study Course is, in my opinion,
bedroom decorators
MEAT MARKET
professional. You have to see
Elecertci heat. Air conditioned. home. Complete in
the best that can be obtained. Also, the Resident
FORD, four-door Galaide
1963
every
detail.
Training I received gave me a good working knowl109 North 5th
tc appreciate this home.
Referigerator, built-in stove and Wart a different
SPACE CENTER, Houston
500. Extra clean. Call 436-2323
edge and understanding of the claim adjusting
look, see
GORGEOUS HOME ON Hermitbusiness."
oven, dishwasher and garbage home today. Call 753-1474this
(UPI)- Mission Control claims
N-25C
or
bedrooms,
age. 2% baths, three
disposal furnished. Phone 753- 7534755 after 5:00
the Apollo 12 spacecraft was
p. m.
You can earn top money in this fast moving, actionfamily room plus large rumpus
1958 BUICK Century. Runs
4974 or 753-3865.
N-24-C
not hit by lightning during the
N-26-.NC
packed field. Insurance Investigators are urgently
room, central heat and air, un- I CAN NO LONGER be reap
good. Harmony flat-top guitar,
first moments of launch. But
trailer.
PRIVATE
LOT
for
City
'ceded
to
settle
claims
worth
billions
usual interior and exterior.
of
dollars
753-8248.
ansible for any debts or checks
limbo size. Phone
Charles "Pete" Conrad and
nually' The tremendous incr.base of auto accidents
SUNSET DRIVE. One of the other than my own. Signed: water, two miles from Murray. BUSINESS OPFORTUNMaS
N-25-NC
Alan L. Bean are not coomonth.
per
$3000
Call
alone
after
have
doubled
the
need of qualified adjusters.
aest buys we have seen. Three Jerry Nortworthy.
N-24-C
vinced.
Train at home in your spare time followed by two weeks
4-00 p m. at 753-8548. N-24-C
aedrooms, family room, 1%
As Conrad and Bean prepared
Resident
Training at school owned facilities, MIAMI
CARD OF THANKS
Atha, draperies included. Call RACHEL'S BEAUTY SHIP now
to
dock their lunar lander to
BEACH,
FLORIDA
or
LAS
Business
VEGAS,
SaturNEVADA.
through
Opportunity
Nationopen.
Tuesday
The
family of T. H. Lawrence'
10 see this bargain.
wide employment assistance. Write for FREE informathe command ship Wednesday,
day noon. For appointments cell THREE- BEDROOM furnished
wishes
to
thank
all
the
friends
Man or Woman
house in Panorama Shores. Call
tion Accredited MemberNationalHome Study Council.
Conrail noticed something
and neighbors for the food and
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer 753-5649. Rachel Hendon, own- 753-2663 after 4 p. m. N-25-P
slightly askew with the Yankee
Reliable person from this area Is
operator.
and
N-29-C
er
flowers.
Also
to
the"J.
H.
Churan Almo oo five acres of land.
eervice and collect from automate:
Clipper. "Look at the S-band
dispensers No experience needed .
chill Funeral Home, Dr. Chiles,
Under and fence. Electric heat "SAVE WITH SAFETY" . . . TWO-BEDROOM trailer, 12'
We establish accounts bar
antenna of his
and look at
Car, references and 555 to ir4
Brother Turner and a special
INSURANCE
ADJUSTERS
SCH0014,
and isafrconditioned. Good buy Uncle Jeffs Discount Pharm- 50', nice Mobile Home Village.
Dept.43/1
cash candid pecessar y. 4 to 12
that umbilical cover. Do you
thanks to Brother Turner and
1101 N.W.7 St., Miami, Florida 33115
for pence wanting to keep a acy. Prove to yourself you can Phone 753-3895.
N-25-C
hours weekly nista excellent monthly
Income Pull time more. For local
suptxise that's where it was hit
Please Print
Mrs Turner for the singing.
pony oc hogs.
Interview. writs. Include telephone
save money on all Doctor's Pre- TWO-BEDROOM furnished aName
by lightning? Look at the top of
timber to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry LawWE NOW HAVE the Cook scriptions. We quote prices. No
Address
partment. Zimmerman Apartit. It's burned.
rence;
ttOL
eu T DIDDISTRIra, INC. 417S
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Sanders house on North 7th obligations.
H-N25-C ments, South Sixteenth Street.
lor Blvd.. a. Louis Park.
City
State
Zip
"Yep, I do believe that's
McMillen
M1nnesota 554141,
Street. Has four bedrooms', nice
Telephone 753-8609.
N-25-C
Phone
•
where it got hit," Bean said,
SURGEON.
TREE
Evergreens
1TC
Age
den with fireplace. This place
Is near downtown and is worth trimmed or remaved. land- NEW two-bedroom furnished
scaping, Yard care. For these house. Lakewey Shores, on the
theiieve
services. call Kelley's Termite Mimosa Cirrie. C3n be seen NiROUGH. TWO 'lovely and Pest C,onrtol 753-3914, lo- verriber 27, 28 and 29.
A
Phone
omes. l'hree bedrooms, cen- cated 100 South 13th Street
436-2195 after November 26.
and
carpet
air,
H-N-26-C
rai heat and
N.28-C
11 modern
WHAT WILL
I'LL HAVE TWO
AND WHAT
HAVE numerous lake rotYOU HAVE,
NOTICE
LET'S GO FOR
HAMBURGERS,
WILL YOU
ates, Lake lots, farms, iota of
TWO"
LUNCH TODAY
very type
TWO MILKS
HAVE ?
CHECKS
Call
listings
NEW NF.W
' LADY ?
I'LL TREAT
AND TWO
s or an appraisal of your proPIECES
we
until
you
to
cost
erty No
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION
OF PIE
e4 We appreciate your con.
HUNGRY
TWO NEW DUPLEX APARTMENTS
idece
• Transferable loans on each building.
Oft ALL YOUR Real Estate
It Two bedrooms, kitchen, living room, large bath with
eida come by or call 3UY
washer and dryer connections in each apartment.
REAL ESTATE AO.
at 519 West Main., Ns• Carpet throughout. • Central heat & air-conditioning
* Hotel Building. Business
• Built in range
I Located on large lots near campus
este 733-7724. Home Phone:
Call or See: Gene Steely, Building Contractor
up Spann, 713-2587; • Louise
Southside Shopping Center
Iler. 753-2400; Onyx Ray, PSI
Phone 753 7850
Murray. Ky.
It Gary Young, 7534100
41.1.11110.
NICE BRICK veneer
be with 5 acres of good lani.
Hoene has there bedrooms, living room, den, kitchen, 1%
baths, fireplace, carport and
nice lawn. Located five miles

Lose 10 lbs. In
10 days on
Grapefruit
Diet

, urray,
10

KEN-TEN BUILDING SUPPLIES
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LlcED

k Portion

c

9

BLACK TOP PAVING

olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo•
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
* Luxurious Turnpike Design
* iisow
Ausw*

EXELUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

)
1

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502
issaneu

* CAIN & TAYLOR I
GULF STATION

ve All
Smoke!
HAMS

g. Price
Free

14;4147
*
r S4r1;i4n
,
1d1441:114
*S
4
C4

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE

sin

MEN-TRAIN NOW

SHROAT'S

Foods

for 89c
29c
for 39c
fnr

for Mc
$1.00

vA APPROVED POP VETERANS AND INSERViCE PERSONNEL UNDER NEW G.
50.1

i

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
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ARMOUR

SWIFTS PREMIUM

Ryan -

DUCKS

HENS

Frosty Acres - 6-oz

29*

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.
Frosty Acres - 8-oz.

Frosty Acres

MINCE MEAT PIES

8 oz

Pet Ritz

GREEN PEAS

CRISCO
690

303 CAN

DEL MONTE

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

CATSUP

Ko
COLONIAL

FRUIT CAKE

SNOWDRIFT

KELLOG GS

SWEET
CROUTETTES
PEAS
230

590
BOND
SET CRANBERRY
APPLESAUCE
RELISH
SAUCE
250 2/34
3 LB.

HANK HALL59c

* PRODUCE *
10 lbs. 49e CRANBERRIES _ _ _ _ lb. 35'
Doz.
29e
ORANGES
lb. 10'
19' BANANAS

Yellow

303 CAN

MUSSELMANS

Jonathan, Red or Golden Delicious

3 lbs. 25' APPLES

4-lb. bag 39*

COLONIAL
BROWN & SERVE

ROLLS

2/49

THRILL

MAZWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

120Z.

DISH —

HERSHEYS

TOWELS

BORDENS NONSUCH

CHOCOLATE MINCE MEAT
CHIP
oz. 49
JELLO

WASHING

300 CAN

PEPPERIDGE FARM

SEASONED
STUFFING

LIQUID
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thought, let
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Right proud
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Box Elder t
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moved the
we could n
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Christmas r.
around tlu
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idirgit Finill
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oz 2/*
ALCOA HEAVY
DUTY 18"

TUBBY JUNIOR

COCONUT

NIRLET WHOLE KERNEL

YELLOW
CORN

More than
flock. More
called a ''gc

LB

BUTT HALFLB69

PIE SHELLS ------3 pkgs.'1 ONIONS

ALL FLAVORS

POWDERED

SUGAR

12 oz

LB

303 CAN

,
DEL MONTE

POTATOES

35* SLAW

OCEAN SPRAY

STOKLE YS

Mayonnaise

OLEO

19'

Red

Fresh

20-oz.

DEL MCsITE

380Z

BLUE BONNET

35'

2 in a Pkg

SUNSHINE KRISPY

2/34

20-oz.

23' PUMPKIN PIE

8-oz.

66

QT. 54

Frosty Acres

29'

HAMS

LB.44

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.

SWIFTS
eAPONS
6R
65c

FIELDS FULLY
COOKED WHOLE

GROUND
BEEF

64

WHIP TOPPING
Frosty Acres

RICH-N-CHIPS CRACKERS

KRAFT

LB

BRUSSEL SPROUTS _ _ _ _ 23'

Frosty Acres

BROCCOLI SPEARS _ _ _ _ 23'

54
59
62
64
65

PURE

SHORT RIBS SAUSAGE

8 oz

CAULIFLOWER

BABY LIMAS

KEEBLER

Frosty Acres

. .
.. .

FIELD

* FROZEN FOODS *

pint

COCONUT

54

. ... ....

'

•

... ,..

',.

LB.

WHIPPING CREAM _ _ _ 44*

51

.
- ••

ROCK GARNISH

„

54

-.. ... — •
.

GRADE A

TURKEYS

41
42
44
45
47
49
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3oz.BOX
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